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The underwater light field exhibits large spatial and temporal
irregularities near the surface, but as the depth is increased to the
near asymptotic region the behavior becomes regular and predictable.
The horizontal light field at near asymptotic depths shows a marked
degree of polarization. This polarization is due to the unsymmetrical
shape of the submarine light field and the scattering of the penetra-
ting light from the sea water suspensoid.
In an effort to provide an approximation of the degree of polar-
ization a numerical method was devised to solve the vector equations
of invariant embedding in a medium with absorption and anisotropic
scattering. The method uses the modified Stokes parameters to de-
scribe the sinking light field, and the scattering properties of the
medium are characterized by Mueller matrices. Calculations using this
method indicate that the near asymptotic polarization should lie in
the vicinity of 18%.
In order to evaluate the Mueller scattering matrix for sea water
samples, am existing light scattering photometer was modified and re-
calibrated. Measurements made on deck with the modified scattering
matrix photometer on a variety of samples show that the inherent polar-
izatioa due to a single scattering from a small contained sample is
near zero in the forward region, rises to a maximum of 30 - 70 near
a scattering angle of 90 , and them decays to zero as the scattering
angle is further increased.
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I. Introduction
The classical problems of hydrological optics are the determination
of the visibility, or hydrological range, and the study of the optical
properties. The optical properties are divided into two classes, consisting
of the inherent optical roperties, those that depend only upon the hydrosol
itself, and the apparent optical properties, those that incorporate the nature
of the illumination as well as the inherent properties. This thesis is the
result of an effort to extend the knowledge of the optical properties so as
to include the polarization, and deals with the polarizing properties of the
hydrosol as well as the polarization ofthe field of light produced by solar
radiation.
Although the optical properties of sea water have been under study
for almost 150 years, the development of a sound theoretical understanding
of the optical properties did not occur until the last few decades. Thus
earlier measurements are often reported with insufficient detail regarding
the instrumentation, and interpretation of the early work is difficult.
However, the early work is valuable for two rasons. First, the scalar
(unpolarized) aspects of the inherent optical properties were recognized and
measured, so that the general features of the extinction coefficient, and
to a lesser extent the scattering coefficient, are both fairly well known
for different characteristic types of sea water. Secondly, the early measure-
ments of the in situ light field established the fact that as sun light
penetrates deeper and deeper into natural hydrosols it tends to behave in a
well defined manner, suggesting that in an ideal hydrosol the apparent
optical properties are well behaved functions of the inherent optical proper-
ties and the solar illumination. Thus thes measurements provide a background
for the comprehensive systematics of PrLsendorfer (Tyler and Prelsendorfer,
1962), which defined ten key apparent optical properties of the scalar light
field in natural hydrosols: two irradiances, two scalar irradiances, a
reflectance, three K functions, and two distribution functions. In a more
recent publication, Preisendorfer (1965) derives a method for calculating
the scalar light field, and thus obtaining the apparent optical properties
when the inherent properties are known-.he results of his method are in good
agreement with the experimentally determined apparent properties for the two
cases computed.
The development of instrumentation for determining the optical properties
has kept pace with the theoretical work, so that it is now possible to deter-
mine all of the properties by in situ measurements. The details of the
instruments are also available in the survey artike by Tyler and Pr sendorfer
(1962), as well as some typical results. Additional measurements of scalar
optical properties have been reported by Duntley (1963), so that the experi-
mental behavior of the ten scalar apparent properties is now well established
for natural hydrosols.
While the calculated behavior of the scalar light field is closely related
to the true light field, the use of the scalar equation of radiative trans-
fer in the computational method ignores the transverse nature of light.
While this has an effect on the accuracy of the calculation, the error is
small when there is little large angle multiple scattering, as is typical
of natural hydrosols. The primary disadvantage of the scalar computational
scheme is that it is impossible to recover the polarization of the light field.
The polarization is a property of interest as it has a significant effect on
some types of biological material, and offers a potential method of study-
ing the particle distribution in sea water using simple in situ instrumen-
tation.
In an early attempt to explain the polarization of submarine daylight
in the vicinity of the surface, Waterman and Westell (1956) used a simple
model that assumed that the hydrosol consisted of isotropic (Rayleigh)
scatterers, illuminated by plane parallel light from the dkection of the sun.
While the model is in general accord with the data, it clearly neglects
many important parameters, among which must be listed the true scattering
matrix of the scatterers and the statistics of the sea sarface.
In an attempt to estimate the polarization in the interior of a natural
hydrosol Tyler (1963) used a model that also assumed isotropic scatterers,
but that the radiance distribution is described by a fourth power ellipse
of unpolarized light. This approximation is reasonable at near asymptotic
depth, where the light field is symmetrical about the vertical axis and in-
dependent of interface phenomena, but also implies that all scatterers are
small compared to the wave length of light.
Although analytical solution of tne vector (polarized) equation of
radiative transfer is possible for only an extremely limited number of cases,
numerical solutions may be obtained when the vector scattering properties
are both known and relatively simple. LeNoble (11961) is considering
the case of a monodisperse suspension of dielectric spheres, and has in-
corporated the scattering properties by expanding the Mie scattering functions
in Legendre polynomials. While this model offers new insight into the
polarization of the light field, it becomes prohibitive when dealing with
natural hydrosols.
The polarization of the scattered sunlight has been measured by Waterman
(1955, 1958), Ivanoff and Waterman (1958), and Waterman and Westell (1956),
and additional measurements at greater depth have been made by Timofeeva
(1966). Partial measurements of the degree of polarization have also been
measured by the author, and consideration of both the experimental and
theoretical results show that the polarizationof horizontally propagating
light becomes increasingly well behaved with depth, approaching a constant
value in the range of 10 - 30Qb, as first predicted by Tyler. This suggests
that the near asymptotic polarizaLion could be added to the list of apparent
optical properties.
Clearly, the first step towards improving the knowledge of the polari-
zation of the near asymptotic light field in the ocean lies in measuring
the vector scattering properties of typical natural hydrosols, and then
applying the method of Tyler. In order to execute these measuremerts it
was necessary to design a new instrument which measures the scattering
matrix and it is described in detail in Chapter II of this thesis, along
with absolute scattering matrices for a variety of water types and the asso-
ciated values of the extinction coefficient. The phase matrix meter re-
vealed that the polarization introduced by the light scatterers in natural
hydrosols is approximated by the Rayleigh model, although the magnitude of
the phase function is not.
Subsequent to the determination of the phase matrix and before the cal-
culation of the polarization using Tyler's method it became apparent that a
more accurate estimate of the polarization could be obtained by using a
simple model of vector radiative transfer between horizontal layers in a
11
heaogeneous hydrosol. This model does not require the assumption that the
radiation at near asymptotic depths is essentially unpolarised. Details of
this method as well as the results of calculations are to be found in
Chapter III.
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II. The Inherent Optical Properties
A. Introduction
The propagation of electromagnetic radiation through matter is always
accompanied by absorption, or the conversion of some of the radiative energy
to another form, and scattering, or the redirection of a portion of the
radiative energy from its oiginal path to a new one. These two properties
vary markedly with the wavelength of the radiation and the nature of the
medium, and for natural hydrosols in the visible portion of the spectrum are
of roughly equal importance in influencing the distribution of the light
field. Because of the desireability of defining measurable inherent optical
properties, the absorption is usually incorporated in the extinction, C<( j
which is simply the sum of the absorption and the integrated seattering. As
the extinction coefficient and scattering function depend only upon the
optical properties of the hydrosol, and are independent of the light field,
they are known as the inherent optical properties. Numerical values of the
inherent optical properties may be obtained theoretically, using electro-
magnetic radiation theory, or empirically, using suitable instrumentation.
After a brief discussion of the difficulties of the theoretical technique,
the remaining portion of this chapter is devoted to the empirisal determina-
tion and interpretation of the extinction and scattering properties of
natural hydrosols.
Natural hydrosols range from essentially pure water to extremely turbid
solutions. A theoretical approach to the optical properties of the general
hydrosol must therefore include consideration of both the molecular nature
of the water and the nature of the suspended and dissolved materials.
The scattering of pure water can be explained by considering the effect of
random variations in the concentration of H20 molecules on the index of re-
fraction, and Dawson and Hilbert (1939) have computed the scattering curve
for unpolarized light. While the extinction of ltht in pure sea water is
affected by the presence of dissolved salts, the similarity between measure-
ments of the extinction coefficient in the purest fresh and salt water
(Clarke and James, 1939) indicates that the major factor affecting the ab-
sorption of light is not the bulk conductivity, but the atomic structure of
the water molecules (Fabricand, 1957; Fabry, 1929).
The scattering and absorption of light by particles suspended in sea
water can be explained using electromagnetic wave theory, which was first
successfully applied to a general scattering problem by Mie (1906). The
Mie solutions yield the scattering matrix and absorption coefficient for
spherical, homogeneous particles. More recent work, summarized by van de
Hulst (1959) and Penndorf (1965), has extended the allowable range of geo-
metries to concentric spheres, ellipsoids, and cylinders. When the parti-
cles are far apart and the light is incoherent the scattering of a system
of particles is the algebraic sum of the scattering of all the particles and
the medium, and the scattering may be combined with the absorption to yield
the extinction coefficient.
The theoretical approach to the inherent optical properties of a solu-
tion or suspension may be applied with some success when the sizes, shapes
and refractive index of the suspended matter can be determined by a relia-
ble method. This is possible in artificial hydrosols using systhetic par-
ticles, such as polystyrenelatex spheres, as shown by the good agreement
between the theoretical and experimental studies of LeNoble (in press).
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There are three major impediments to qapplying the theoretical approach
to natural hydrosols. First, the optical properties of the constituents
of the hydrosol must be known. Next, the size distribution of each sus-
pended constituent must be known, and finally, the shapes of the suspended
particles must be compatible with the available solutions of Maxwels
equations for the case of incoherent scattering. Even if all of these
constraints are satisfied the calculation of the scattering and extinction
is still an involved process. For the great majority of natural hydrosols
the available information indicates that the particles are not all regular,
and their optical properties and size distribution are poorly known.
Under these circumstances, it is more satisfactory to measure the inherent
optical properties of hydrosols directly.
B. The Extinction Coefficient
The rather obvious connection between the extinction coefficient, 0(,
and the color and transparency of sea water brought about a considerable amount
of early instrumentation for measuring this parameter as a function of
wavelength. The results established that the extinction coeffeicients of
pure water and pure sea water (ie. no suspended matter) are almost identi-
cal in the visible region of the electromagnetic spectrum (Dawson and
hulburt, 1934; Clarke and James, 1939), and indicated that different water
masses have characteristically different curves of extinction versus
wavelength (Sverdrup, 1941). More recent measurements have confirmed these
findings and have also shown the existance of significant variation in the
extinction coefficient with depth. Burt (1955) has shown that the measured
value of t< can generally be explained Ly application of Mie scattering
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theory, although some investigators have found evidence of considerable
dissolved matter as well as the suspensoids (Jerlov, 1953).
In this study it was necessary to obtain numerical values of the
extinction coefficient. The experimental results are discussed at the
end of this chapter, following the description of the ( meter used.
There are two classes of 3( meters, fixed path and variable path.
The type that appears to be most suitable for measurements in situ
measures the light transmitted through a fixed path of a water sample.
When the values determined in this manner are divided by the light trans-
mitted over the same path in air, the resulting ratio is the transmission
T (A), of the water path dr and the extinction coefficient is given by
The wavelengths X used in this type of device are typically restricted to
a set of suitable bands by a number of gelatin or interference filters
which can be positioned automatically while the device is submerged. The
output of the photosensitive detector is brought up to the deck by a con-
ductor cable, and the more sophisticated versions provide a monitor on the
lamp intensity and detector sensitivity. A family of instruments of this
type has been developed at the Scripps Institution of Oceanography (Tyler
and Preisendorfer, 1962), and a commercial model is available (Hydro
Products).
The second type of 0( meter differs from the first in two respects.
The extinction coefficient is determined by measuring the light trans-
mitted by a short path of optical length L and then measuring the light
o
transmitted by a long sample of length L1 . R, the ratio of these two
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measurements, is used to find the extinction coefficient by substi-
tution in formula 2.2,
2.2A (
The second major difference is that the wavelengths and bandwidths are us-
ually selected by means of a monochromator, so that they may be continu-
ausly varied over a wide range. The classic measurements of Dawson and
Hulbert were made with this type of spectrophotometer, as well as Burt's
(1955) extensive measurements of Chesapeake Bay water. A typical commer-
cial instrument of this type is the Beckman DU spectrophotometer, which
is sufficiently rugged for use on board ship.
The i meter used in this program consisted of a modified Beckman
DU spectrophotometer used in the variable path configuration outlined
in figure 2.1. The monochromator, photodetector, and read out devices
were left unchanged, while the long cell length was increased and the
short cell length decreased. The additional optical path necessitated a
collimating lense, which was placed between the monochromator and the
sample, and confined the direct beam to the active area of the phototube.
The cells were manufactured of plexiglass, and are also shown in figure 2.1.
The short cell had an active path length of 1.2 ca., and the long cell a
length of 49.2 ca., so that the effective path length of the measurement
was 48.0 ca.
The determinations of c were carried out in the following manner.
First, the cells were cleaned and dried, and the transmission of the two
empty cells compared. The cleaning process was continued until the cells
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balanced acceptably. Then the cells were rinsed and filled with the sample,
taking care not to leave air bubbles on the entrance and exit windows.
The short cell was then placed in the beam, the monochromator turned to
400 mu, and the slit width adjusted to .3 am. The electronics were then
adjusted to indicate 10C% transmission, the short cell was replaced by the
long cell, and the transmission of the long cell read from a calibrated
dial. The measurements were repeated until it was clear that the readings
were stabilized. It was necessary to monitor the dark current frequently.
After a number of readings were obtained at this wavelength, the mono-
chromator was adjusted to each of the longer wavelengths, typically 500,
546, 600, 700, and 800 mu, and the process was repeated. The slit widths
were adjusted according to the data in table 2.1, which also shows the bandwidths
derived for each slit setting. The settings were selected so that the
bandwidths would agree with those used by Dawson and Hulburt (1934) in so
far as the sensitivity of the instrument would allow.
Table 2.1
wavelength alit Xidth bandwidth
400 .3 6
500 .159 6.36
546 .2 10.8
600 .043 3.01
700 .056 5.6
800 .04 5.2
The actual output of the instrument consisted of the absorpance or
the negative logarithm to the base 10 of the transmittance of 48 cm of sample,
so that the value of 0( is found by
2.3 X bscr Joi ((e i-/,,j# t1 6
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The three sources of error to be considered are inherent bias due to
fundameatal limitations of the instruments design and construction, sampling
errors, and the usual random measurement errors. There are two important
sources of bias. First, the cells are never truly identical, so that the
measured value of the absorpance is offset by the differences in cell
transmission. The extent of this error was studied by measuring the diff-
erences between the cells when they were clean and dry, and the results
of these measurements showed that over the range of wavelengths studied
the transmission of the short cell was always slightly less than the trans-
mission of the long cell. Thus this bias can be removed by adding .034meter-1
to the unreduced value of . This has been applied to the data used in
this thesis.
The second source of bias is inescapably related to the physical
design of all A meters. Since the acceptance angle of the photosensitive
device must be finite in order to admit a detectable amount of the energy
in the direct beam, it also must admit some scattered light, so that te
value of p( is reduced by a complicated integral over the cell volume,
the solid angles of the entrance and exit beams, and the scattering function.
Pri&sendorfer (1958) has discussed this integral and states (1962) that a
typical value for the reduction in alpha would be in the order of -A.
However, since this correction depends greatly on the turbidity of the
sample it was not applied.
Sampling errors, or variations caused by local inhomogeneities in the
water, are more difficult to evaluate. While optical properties have been
correlated with temperature fronts and water masses (Spilhaus, 1965), little
is known about small scale variations in alpha. However, measurements
made in local waters and in the Sargasso at points widely separated in space
and time show good internal agreement, and Spilhaus (1965) found only small
variations in the scattering coefficients of samples taken from the same
water, so that the available evidence indicates that this error is small.
The effect of removing the sample from the natural environment also in-
troduces an unknown sampling error as the natural processes governing
particle size are disturbed. In all cases the measurements were made as
quickly as possible after obtaining the sample, and the sample was agitated
regularly, in order to minimize these effects.
The third limit to the accuracy is the inherent error of the Beckman
model DU spectrophotometer electro-mechanical setting and reading system.
This error depends greatly upon operator technique, as well as sea state,
but an analysis of several measurements showed that the operator-instrument
variance was small, lJ 1$, The two major sources of error were the
monochromator setting and the null setting, as the output was relatively
insensitive to the slit width. The monochromator could be set within.2%,
but the null point setting precision depended upon the sensitivity of the
photocell in the wavelength region under consideration as well as the tur-
bidity of the sample. The ultimate accuracy of the o( measurements depends
upon the calibration of the scales, advertised as + .1% for the trans-
mittance setting and /V.1 millimicron for the monochromator.
The extinction was measured for three general classes of water,
Boston harbor, coastal, and open ocean. Average curves of extinction versus
wavelength for these three water types are shown in figure 2.2. The data
used to prepare this figure is tabulated in appendix A. As expected the
curves show the customary transmission maximum in the center of the visible
3.V
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band, with the inflection point shifting to shorter wavelengths as the water
becomes clearer. The shape of the curves conforms with the data in the
literature, and the magnitudes of the curves are also in agreement with
previously reported values. IDuntley (1963) lists typical values of the
attenuation length (one over the extinction coefficient) as being the
range 4 - 12 meters for ocean water. In this study the attenuation length
for ocean water varied between 4f and 71 meters, and dropped to 1.3 meters
for coastal water, and .93 meters for Boston harbor water-all at the wave-
length of maximum transparency.
C. The Scattering Matrix
History of Scattering Measurements
The scattering properties of sea water have been investigated both as
a measure of the temporal and spatial distribution of water types, and as a
tool for determining the nature of the suspended material. Although there
have been occasional attempts to consider the polarizing nature of the
scattering process, (Hatch and Choate, 1930; Ivanoff, Jerlov, and Waterman,
1961) for the most part previous investigators have confined their attention
to the scalar phase function. Measurements by Jerlov (1953), Spilhaus
(1965), and others indicate that the phase function is largest in the for-
ward scattering direction, and decays rapidly as the scattering angle in-
creases from zero. Typical rates of decay are a factor of 10 per 200
near the forward direction, but after the phase function is reduced by two
orders of magnitude the decay raidly decreases, so that when a scattering
angle of Av 1000 is reached the phase function exhibits an inflection
point and then increases with further increases in scattering angle. Spil-
haus (1965), and Ochakovaky (19a) have shown that this form of the scatter-
ing curve is readily explained using the Mie theory and assuming a distri-
bution of particle diameters. Although Spilhaus found statistically sig-
nificant variations in the shape of the phase function as the water mass
was changed, all curves showed the general form described above. The mag-
nitude of the phase function depends upon the clarity of the water, as the
samples from the main ocean show less scattering than would be found along
coasts or in harbors.
Most modern instruments for the determination of the phase function of
sea water are patterned after the device developed by Waldrum (1945) for
atmospheric applications. As a result, the oceanographic scatterometers
currently in use (Tyler and Pzeisendorfer, 1962; Ji4leo , 1953) show great
similarities. A typical arrangement of a light scattering photometer is
shown in figure 2.3. The incident beam has a radiance N , is collimated so
that the normal beam area in the vicinity of the sample is dA, and is fil-
tered to a narrow band of wavelengths centered about 0. The divergence
of the incident beam is dtj. The photodetector views a length dr of the
sample, and is collimated so that only the scattered light travelling with-
in a cone d.' about the direction e ' towards the detector reaches the
photosensitive surface. Considering only the total intensity, the photo-
detector signal S produced by this arrangement is given to first order by
2.4 A (O) d/ d 4
where No is the flux falling on the scattering volume, G-(O od4Jdr the
radiance scattered towards the detector by the path dr, and the factor
dA'de' effectively integrates this radiance to yield the power falling upon
the detector. The constant, factor K depends upon the sensitivity and effi-
ciency of the detector surface and the associated circuitry. If the value
of K can be determined by absolute calibration of the detector, the phase
function may be found directly using equation 2.4. Normally it is easier
to evaluate K by measuring the output S when a known scatterer occupies the
test volume.
The accuracy of equation 2.4 can be improved by introducing a number
of correction terms that depend upon the exact nature of the geometry
and the detector system. The most important corrections apply when the
sample is contained in a cell, and account for reflections at the cell
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boundaries (Brice, 1950; Taamatusu, et al, 1963 ). These corrections have
the greatest impact on measurments at angles greater than 600. The
corrections are mall, however, compared to the general uncertainty caused
if the sample is foreed to stand for an appreciable time before the measur-
mentsprocess. Spilhaus (1965) found that a delay of only a few hours could
produce two and three fold changes in the absolute magnitude of the
scattering function, although the shape remained the same.
Review of the Vector Formulation of Polarized Light
While the principle of the light scattering photometer used in this
study is similar to the one just discussed, a few modifications were necessary
in order to be able to determine the complete scattering matrix. Before
deriving the system equation and calibration procedure of the modified de-
vice, it is necessary to establish sone of the properties of polarized light.
The modifications are based on the phenomenological fact (Stokes, 1873)
that the polarization of any beam of quasimonochromatic incoherent radiation
is completely specified by four numbers which may be combined into a vector
radiance N, so that
2.5 - l U , V
where 41 and Ar are the residual radiances after passing the beam through
a perfect linear polarizer turned parallel and perpendicular to the plane
of reference. The parameter U is a measure of the in-phase coherence of N1
and Nr, and is defined operationally by
2.6 45 is the residual radiance after the bea passes through the ideal
where N45 i the residual radiance after the beam passes through the ideal
polarizer with its axis of transmission turned to 45°. V, the in-thase
coherence, is defined by
2.7 . (
where 8 is found by adding a twave plate in front of the polarizer. The
retarder is positioned with its fast axis horizontal, so that N1 is advanced
, V relative to Nr, and the polarizer is left at +450 . The magnitude
of the radiance vector is given by
2.8 /o /It .+ A r
and the magnitude of the radiance may be used to normalize the vector com-
ponents if desired.
Mueller (1939) recognized that the methods of linear algebra could be
applied to the vector radiance, so that tbe action of any linear optical
device may be described by a four by four matrix. Matrices for the common
optical devices have been derived, and are summarized by ShQueliff and
balla4 964) and Shur cliff (1960). The matrix representatins used in the
derivations below are tabulated in appendix*C./"
Phenomenological Aspects of Light Scattering
Since the scattering process is linear, and we are dealing with in-
coherent light at essentially one wavelength, the scattering of the gen-
eral polarized light beam may also be completely described by a four by four
matrix. While the matrix has only seven independent constants, the nine re-
lations between the matrix elements ar- not available, so that the entire
set of sixteen must be measured for the general case. The existence of
simpler sets of matrices for special cases of scatterers has been discussed
~_;__~ _IFI_ II_ __ ~1_ _ ___ 1^____1_1__1_11_____1.
by Perrin (1942), and van do Hulat (1957). The case of most interest
is a collection of spheres, which has a scattering matrix of the form
all 0 O 0
0 a22 0 02.9 PM - 0 0 a33 a34O O a a
0 0 43 44
with three independent parameters since
2.10 all 22 = 3 4 a4 3 + a3 3a44
and
2.11 -a34 = a4 3
Although there is some justification for assuming that the scatterers in the
ocean are roughly spherical in shape, all of the sixteen elements were
measured in this study. The phase function defined in equation 2.4 may be
computed by the formula
2.12 cr () = ( 1 1 + a12 + 21 + a22 ),
so that the results of phase matrix measurements may be compared with pre-
vious measurments of the phase function.
The Phase Matrix Measuring Scatterometer - Thergy
Incorporation of the modified Stokes notation into the scattering
process results in the following equation for the radiance scattered in the
direction j by a path element dr:
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where the integration is over all possible sources of radiance. When
I
the source is confined to a small solid a*gs, and the scattering is constrain-
ed to a single plane, as in a light scattering photometer, equation 2.13
may be reduced to
2.14 N P t4(e
Consideration of equation 2.14 indicates that the scattering matrix for this
simple geometry can be calculated if the scattered vector radiances are
measured for four independent vector irradiances. The modificationas to
the scalar light scattering photometer therefore consist of adding the
necessary devices to allow generation and measurment of a variety of polar-
ised beams, where all polarisations are referenced to the plane of scatter-
ing.
The ba~e etements of the modified light scattering photometer are
shown schematically in figure 2.4. The polarizer system at I is capable
of generating beams with four different polarizations
2.15 N1  = (o(1,0,0,0) horizontally plane polarized
Nr a (0,1,0,0) vertically plane polarized
U = No(+,i,1,0) plane polarized at 45
V = N (±,-,0,-1) right circularly polarized
where the horizontal plane is the scattering plane and the +45 direction
lies in the upper left quadrant when the source is behind the observer.
The detection system consists of the polarizer P, and the 1wave plate
L, and the photosensitive cell K. The entrance to the detection system is
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limited by an array of stops so that the system output is proportional to
the integral of the transmitted radiance over a small solid angle du '
and the small detector area d. Under these conditions the photodetector
output is given by
2.16
where K is the detector sensitivity, and N the vector radiance entering the
detection system. The four by four matrix D. summarizes the action of the1
polarizer-waveplate combination. The scalar radiance actually activating
the photosensitive surface is found by dotting the linear array (1,1,0,0)
against the vector radiance Di *N.
While there are a variety of possible settings for Di, one convenient
combination for measuring the scattered vector radiance as described by the
modified Stokes parameters is the set
2.16
1
D 0
D2 =
2 00D = 0o
4
0
0
0
0
0
O00
-i01
polarizer
axis
horizontal
vertical
+45
+45
waveplate
fast axis
vertical
vertical
+45
vertical
When the detection system is used op a general, unknown beam of light the
four photodetector outputs are related to the modified Stokes parameters
by the equations
2.17- .4 6 ( )
5 kA o , a
and the solution of these equatiorskor N , Nr U, and V is readily accom-
plished if K, LA wc1 a 'Yld a are known.
Calibration and Correction Factors
To return to the problem of deriving the system equation of the modi-
fied light scattering photometer, consider the schematic representation
snown in figure 2.5. The corrected system is found by tracing the possible
light paths through the instrument as it is normally operated, taking into
account first order reflections and first order scattering. When the in-
strument is being used to measure the scattering matrix, the detector is
placed so that it views the source through the sample cell as shown in figure
2.4a. The output is a measure of the source strength, and is given by
c- ( c,, , /D z ., o, o>. ,- .2.18 ,ji
This measurment is only made for i = j; t is the transmission of the
air-glass interface, and E. (0) the inverse filter transmission. After this
normalizing measurnent is made for a specific value of j, the photodetector
system is moved so that it views light scattered at an angle 9, and the light
path is represented by figure 2.4b. The output of the device is now given
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by
2.19 '; ,3 ,
where the matrix R represents the vector reflection process at the in-
terfaces, and Q' is the complement of 9. In order to obtain the complete
scattering matrix it is necessary to obtain 16 values for S.. at each1J
angle. If this is done and the values of S. .(0) are known it is possible1=j
to determine the relative sceattering matrix as a function of angle.
Absolute calibration is performed using a known scatterer consisting
of a piece of flashed opal glass. First the photocell is turned to 00,
as shown in figure 2.4c, and the output is
2.20 "(J b )F(
C1.
and then the reference opal is placed in the beam, so that the output
becomes
2.21 *. ___ i (
where Tr is the matrix transmission of the reference opal.
The absolute values of the matrix elements are found by manipulating
equations 2.18 through 2.21 to eliminate the common factors such as the
solid angles and areas, then the terms due to reflections, and fimall
inverting the resulting equations. When this is done a. system of 16
equations for the matrix elements in terms of the masured light levels and
the calibration factors is obtained. The equations are derived and
tabulated in appendix C . The equations were also combined into a data
reduction scheme that utilizes the manufacturer's calibration information,
the measured calibration factors, and the raw scattering data. This pro-
gram, entitled SMC, is listed and explained in the same appendix.
The Phase Matrix Measuring Scatterometer - Instrument Details
The light scattering photometer used in this program was based on
the Brice Phoenix Model 2000, a comnerical laboratory photometer de-
scribed previously (Brice, 1950; Spilhaus, 1965). Two modifications were
made, however, so that the complete scattering matrix could be determined.
First, two polarizers and waveplates were mounted on existing stop
supports as shown in figure 2.5. Also, the working standard was changed to
a simple neutral density filter, and moved to a location forward of the
entrance polarizer-waveplate combination.
The polarizers were supplied by Brice Phoenix and were made of a
plastic polarizer. The extinction ratio of the polarizers as installed,
but with the waveplates out of the beam, was found to be better than 1000:1,
The polarizers were mounted in short tubes that could be rotated through
900 around the optical axes of the instrument, and the end points were
provided with adjustable stops to limit the rotation. (The portion of
the modification is a normal accessorjy of the Brice Phoenix Model 2000).
The waveplates were cut from the plastic sheet used by the Polaroid
Co. in the manufacture of circular polarisers. The clear 1/32 discs
were mounted without buckling or stress in short tubes that could be
turned precisely through 450. The limit stops were not adjustaole, as
the 450 angle is accurately fixed by the construction, but the entire
assemblies may be rotated relative to the polarizers. With the hIave-
plates in the beam the typical extinction ratios obtained were in the
order of 1000:3.
The exact orientation of the polarizers and waveplates is crucial to
the measurement process, and each of the 16 elements of the scattering
matrix require a different combination of settings, so that the accuracy
of the original setting of the limit stops and fiducual marks is quite
important. For this reason the orientation of the entrance polarizer
and waveplate were set using a GlanThomson prism mounted in a degree
wheel that could be set to 1/4 minute of arc, and the exit polarizer and
waveplate were then set by determining the positions that gave the best
nulls using compromise settings. The calibration of the photometer
was then completed by using the standard scatterer supplied by Brice
Phoenix.
The output of the photometer circuits was recorded on the y axis
of a Mosley 8xll" x-y recorder. Although thc signal level was gener-
ally in the 3-5 millivolt range, the presence of a A'10 millivolt rms ac
high frequency noise saturated the potentiometer amplifier unless a
filter was placed across the input to the recorder. A 12,u farad
capaciter was found to be sufficient. The x axis of the recorder was
controlled by a potentiometer driven by the degree wheel that controlled
the position of the photometer. This arrangement allowed direct plotting
of the raw seattering data. A typical set of curves obtained in this
way are shown in figure 2.6.
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Operation and Calibration
The scattering matrix of an unknown hydrosol is determined by
carrying out the following routine with the modified light scattering photo-
meter. After a 30-45 minute warm up period the unknown, freshly drawn
sample is placed in a clean cylindrical cell and inserted in the
scattering photometer. The input polarizers are adjusted to yield a
horizontally polarized beam, and the detector polarizer system set to
the position corresponding to matrix D1. With the neutral density filter
in the beam, the detector system was turned to the angle Q=0o , and
the amplifier adjusted to give a full scale deflection with the shutter
open. The dark current control .- is used to set the zero position when
the shutter is closed, and while the shutter is closed the detector was
rotated through the full range of angles (up to =1300) to provide a
zero light coordinate and to check the setting of the x axis amplifier.
Next, the detector was returned to 00, the full scale value recorded,
and then the detector was turned to the first angle where the phase matrix
is desired - usually 20°, as smaller angles cannot be obtained without
admitting some direct radiation with the scattered light. At this angle
the neutral density filter was removed , and enough additional filters
were removed to bring the light output up to the 4-5 millivolt level.
With the recorder pen on the paper, the detector arm was then turned
through the range of angles. As the signal drops additional filters are
removed from the beam so as to keep the signal level in the linear range of
the photomultiplier. At the completion of this scan, the pen is lifted,
and the full scale and zero light readings checked at 00. When the
1__ C._. XC- P----~--P^ It_-_ ll I11II1I1I-1I1 Ll~.i-.
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instrument was properly warmedup it was found that the drift was
less than 1 - 2 *, and so negligible. This scanning operation was
repeated for the 15 other possible combinations of input and output
polarizer systems, and the collection of 16 curves constituted the raw
scattering data. This data is sufficient to determine the relative
shape of the scattering matrix.
The absolute calibration of the scattering photometer was obtained
by using the standard opal supplied by the manufacturer, and illuminating
it with either N1 or N (both gave identical results showing that a good
diffuser also depolarizes.). The output was recorded as precisely as
possible, and then the standard was removed, the neutral density filter
inserted in the beam, and the new output recorded. In both cases the
detector polarizer system was turned to either D1 or D2. The results
of a number of these measurements were averaged and used in equatiom
C.1 to calibrate the system. Constants relating to the properties
of the Brice Phoenix accessories, including the standards diffuse
transmittance, were supplied by the manufacturer.
Error Analysis
The precision of the modified scatterometer is dependent upon the
drift of the electro-optical system, the repeatability of the calibration,
and the settings of the polarizer systems. A series of controlled ex-
periments showed that the drift of the system was negligible for the few
minutes required to make each run, when there was no sample in the beam.
However, when a bydrosol was producing the scattered light where was
a noticeable drift of several percent over short term periods, even when
.Y I__^_l__lll __~_L_-jX-~ ~---.-~L -*~ - -i-  i^-_.
the sample was stirred vigorously. Measurement of the true average for a
large number of one second periods showed that the distribution of these short
term measurements followed a normal curve, with a standard deviation
of approximately 4;6. The occasional presence of a very large scatterer in
the beam would drive the recorder temporarily off scale - these perter-
bations were ignored.
The repeatability of the calibration was found to depend on the clean-
liness and position of the neutral density filter. With reasonable care
of the unprotected gelatin filter the calibration could be determined with
a precision of + 2o. This could only be achieved by poisitoning the
photodetector to yield the maximum signal, as the marked location of 00
was slightly offset from the true zero, and the offset shifted perceptibly
from time to time.
The precision of the polarizer settings was investigated when the
systems were installed and adjusted with the GlanThomson prism. Using the
accurately divided degree circle of the prism as a standard, the angular
settings of the (1,00,0), (0,1,0,0), and(ji,,l,0) vectors were checked
by locating the position of the best visual null. The first two vectors
could be set within +.l0, while the precision of the third linearly
polarized vector is only ±l , as it was set by a fiducual mark and not a
stop. The precision of the final vector is the same as the third.
A second check on the precision of the settings was obtained by
making a series of measurements of the vector polarizations of the emmitted
beam when the polarizer systems were set with the normal care and no
sample was in the beam. The results indicate that this source of imprecision
is small compared with the statistical fluctuations.
In summary, it is considered that the overall precision is between
5 and 10A, and is limited by the statistical fluctuations in the
scattering matrix itself. While this error could be reduced by long
integration times at each angle the advantages of that procedure must be
weighed against the uncertainty caused by increasing the overall measure-
ment time. The accuracy is also limited by the statistical fluctuations.
This is sufficient to obtain the general picture of the scattering matrix
needed for the purpose of this research program.
hesults
The scattering matrix was measured for the three types of water en-
countered, and the results of the data reduction program are tabulated in
appendix' with the raw data. The data was reduced using both the modified
Stokes notation and the normal Stokes notation. The modified form is re-
quired for the computation of the near and asymptotic light field, while
the normal notation is easier to interpret. The upper left term in
the normal matrix is the scalar scattering function, and the term directly
below it indicates the amount of polarization generated at that angle.
Thus the ratio of the two is the polarization p, where
2.22 - r
and parallel and perpendicular are referenced to the scattering plane.
The measured scalar phase functions are shown graphically in figure
2.7. As expected, the curves all show the same general characteristics
of rapid decay with increasing scattering angle up to about 800, and then
a broad minimum followed by a slight rise. The polarization, plotted in
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figure 2.8, is small for small values of 9, and increases to a broad
maximum in the vicinity of 900. The maximum polarization reached varies with
the water sample, with a maximum value of about .7 and a minimum of .3.
The polarization of the light scattered by a small isotropic particle is
given by
sin 29
2.23 Pr 1 + cos 2
and the values of pr have also been plotted in figure 2.8. While the
general shape of the Rayleigh (isotropic) scattering curve is similar to
the observed data, there are two significant deviations. First, the
samples showed consistently less polarization at the maximum. This implies
that the scatterers are not spherical, and indicates that the predictions
of Tyler (1963) will be systematically large. Next, the polarization of
the samples also appears to be less than the corresponding Rayleigh
polarization for angles less than 300, although this can only be surmised
by extending the data into the region where no measurements have been
made. As forward scattered light is of great importance in most under-
water paths, due to the large values of the phase matrix, this also would
indicate that observed Values of the polarization will run below the
predicted values of Tyler.
Inspection of the scattering matrices in further detail shows that
the amount of 450 polarization and circular polarization introduced by
the scattering operation is considerably smaller than the polarization,
and in fact is usually less than the normal error away from being zero.
The other elements of the matrices are also consistent with thoonclusion
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that the scatterers behave as a collection of nearly spherical
particles with the dominant diameter in the Mie region.
The general nature of the scattering matrix of sea water is es-
tablished by the consistent similarities in the measurements despite the wide
range of waters studied and the large span of absolute size of the ob-
served matrices. This indicates that calculations using a typical measured
matrix, or one synthesized from scattering theory for a collection of
spheres, will yield representative data about the near asymptotic light
field. However, this does not imply that further study of the scattering
matrix is not warranted. First, as Spilhaus (1965) has shown the differ-
ences in the scattering properties are tied to other water mass charac-
teristics, and the scattering matrix provides significantly more informa-
tion than the phase function alone. Next, the polarization, the depolari-
zation, and similar quantities derived from the matrix can be used to
provide insight into the nature of the size, shape, and index of refrac-
tion of the scattering particles. This is particularly true if measure-
ments can be made at several wavelengths. Finally, there is a reasonable
possibility that further study of the matrix in conjunction with transfer
theory will lead to a convenient method of measuring the properties of the
scatterers by making in situ measurements of the underwater light field.
III. The Near Asymptotic Polarization
A. The Apparent Uptical Properties
Introduction
The behavior of the natural light field in sea water is usually
discussed in terms of the apparent optical properties, a set of 10 para-
meters first explicitly derived by Preisendorfer (Tyler and Preisendorfer,
1962). These properties characterize such general features of the scalar
light field as the flux and the shape of the radiance solid, and provide
numerical values for such properties of the hydrosol as the reflectance.
A general feature of the apparent optical properties is that they behave
asymptotically with increasing depth, and at large depths show little depen-
dance upon the structure of the surface light field.
Observations of the polarization of the horizontal light field
(Waterman, 1955; Waterman and Wetfell, 1956; Ivanoff, 1956; Ivanoff and
Waterman, 1958; Pavlov, 1961; Timofeeva, 1964) show that it behaves in the
same way as the scalar apparent optical properties, Tyler (1963) demon-
strated that this behavior is consistent with the known laws governing the
propagation of light in natural hydrosols, On the basis of these experi-
mental and theoretical indications the polarization (as defined below) is
considered to be another apparent optical property.
The bulk of Chapter III is devoted to the calculation of the near
apyaptotic polarization. The remainder of this section defines the
apparent properties, section B presents a derivation of the computational
techniques, and the computations are contained in section C.
The Radiance
The radiance N is the fundamental concept of the radiometric analysis
of the structure of a light field, providing a complete description of the
light field, and is defined by
3.1 t(7A6\ L
uhere dP is the power flowing through -I cone dw * -i~- PAd , and
crossing the area element de. While the radiance is not one of the apparent
properties, an understaning of its behavior is essential to the definition
and study of the properties. The radiance is usually specified in terms of
watts per unit area per steradian, and must be specified for every direction
and location if the light field is to be completely defined radiometrically.
The radiance solid is that solid swept by a vector with length N(F AW) and
direction -gJ. In natural hydrosols the combination of the direct and
scattered solar radiation result in a radiance solid that is elliptical,
with the greatest part of the solid above the horizontal plane. When the
direct radiation from the sun predominates at the surface, the radiance
solid is highly elliptical near the surface and is inclined towards the
sun. With increasing depth the radiance solid tends toward less ellipticity,
and loses its inclination. Under overcast skies, the irradiance on the
surface is nearly homogeneous, so that the surface radiance distribution is
only slightly elliptical. With increasing depth a slight increase in ellip-
ticity may be noticed. In either case, the size of the radiance solid decays
with depth, and the rate of decay is approximately exponential.
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The Irradiance
The first two apparent optical properties are the rising and sinking
irradiances, which are the power passing upwards or downwards through a
horizontal unit area in the hydrosol. H(z,-), the upwelling irradiance,
is given by
3.2 h(z,-)=
while H(z,+), the sinking irradiance is given by a similar integral
3.3 (z,+) = ' (fj .,I' ) oS dfL.
The net flux is the difference between H(s,+) and H(z,-), while the total
irradiance on a horizontal slab is the sum of the same two quantities.
The Scalar Irradiance
The scalar irradiances are directly related to the average values of the
rising and sinking raliance vectors. Thus h (s,-), the rising scalar
irradiance is given by
3.4 h(z,-)= a-=e
*- 2 17
and similarly
3.5 h(z,+) j Al(?Qd -
The total scalar irradiance, h(z), is simply the sum of the rising and
sinking scalar irradiances.
The Reflectance
Since it is assumed that there are no sources in the hydrosol, all of
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rising irradiance at a depth z must be derived from the sinking irradiance
at that depth. The ratio of these two irradiances may be interpreted as the
reflectance at the depth s of the particular hydrosol under the specific
conditions of illumination. Thus the reflectance R(s) is given by
3.6 R(s) = H(z,-)/H(z,+)
Under normal conditions R(z) is a few percent for the middle of the visible
spectrum.
The Distributien Functions
The shape of the radiance solids may be parameterized by the distri-
bution functions, which relate the effective flux, ie. (the radiance) to the
average flux. The exact definition of D(z,-), the rising distribution function
is given by
3.7 D(z,-) = h(z,-)/Ri(z,-)
while the sinking distribution function D(z,+) is given by
3.8 D(z,*) = h(z,+)/H(z,+)
When the radiance solid is a sphere, the two distribution functions are
equal, and are given by 17/2. If the radiance consists of a sinking single
plane wave inclined 9 to the vertical, the sinking distribution function is
given by i/cosQ. Under normal conditions, then the distribution functions
should vary between r7/2 and 1 in the near asymptotic region, and the
sinking distribution function should be less than D(z,-).
~--nrr .
The K Functions
As noted before, the size of the radiance solid decays in an ex-
ponential fashion as the depth increases. The three K functions characterize
this rate of decay, and apply to different aspects of the radiance solids
behavior. K(z,-), the rising K factor, is given by
3.9 K(z,-) - (
while the sinking K factor is given by
3.10 K(z,+) =
The behavior of the scalar irradiance is indicated by k(z), which is defined
by
3.11 I) z
In homogeneous water the K functions approach an asymptotic value, kmo ,
that is the same for all three functions.
The Polarization
Strictly speaking, the polarization can only be defined for a specific
direction, and four quantities are required for its complete specification.
However, the experimental and theoretical evidence indicates that the radiance
solid becomes symmetrical about the vertical axis with increasing depth so that
the polarization of a horizontal beam is independent of azimuth, Under these
coaditions the first two elements of the vector radiance defined in equation
2.5 contain the most significant indication of the degree of polarization,
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and the apparent optical property known as the polarization is therefore
defined by
5.12 p(z = AIt,() , ---
Tylers (1963) theoretical study of the polarization indicated that it
might lie in the range 15 - 30 b, while the measurements of Waterman and
Westoff (1956) yield values of 5 - 50I for light near the surface.
Measurements in deeper water (Pavlov,(1961); Timofeeva, in press; Waterman
and Ivanoff, 1958) also lie in this range, clustering about 15-20%.
B. The Vector Radiance - Theoretical Considerations
Introduction
The task of developing a practical technique for predicting the
structure of the complete solar light field, and thus the polarization, de-
pends in large part upon the fidelity of the model used to represent the
optical properties of the ocean. In the real world this hydrosol is bounded
at the top by an incessantly shifting interface whose statistics are poorly
known and difficult to determine. The interior regions show inhomogeneities
on all scales, and the gross properties of the medium depend in a complicated
way upon the magnitude and history of the solar illumination, so that the
response is nonlinear. While the complete soluti6n of the equation of
transfer in such a truly natural hydrosol might yield interesting details
about local variations in the light field, such a solution would require
a prohibitive amount of computation time and a tremendous amount ofdata.
Furthermore it is not necessary for our purposes, which consist of explaining
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the near asymptotic polarization of the light field due to direct and
scattered sunlight in natural hydrosols.
The near asymptotic polarization is readily obtained from a knowledge
of the vector radiance in the interior of the hydrosol. Tis section is
devoted to deriving a method for computing the vector radiance in an op-
tically-deep homogeneous hydrosol bounded on the top by a smooth trans-
parent surface and illuminated from above by an arbitrary souree distri-
bution. The hydrosol has no internal sources, and its inherent optical
properties are constant over the range of wavelengths of interest (grey
case) and do not show any preferred orientation. As is characteristic of
all hydrosols, the absorption is non-zero. While this model does not show
the variability of the ocean or other natural hydrosols, it does contain
all of the properties mncessary for consideration of the near asymptotic
light field, and the loss of detail is compensated for by the reduced
complexity of the pertinent equations.
This model is typical of the class of problems studied in the field
of radiative transfer, a branch of mathematical physics. These problems
arise in meteorology, astrophysics, neutron physics, and chemical engineering.
The two traditional methods of attacking the radiative transfer problem are
the Boltzman method and the method of invariant bedding. Since most non-
trivial transport problems are reduced to a numerical solution of a set of
equations, it is desirable to choose the method that requires the least
amount of processing for a satisfactory answer. Although this decision
required the formulation of the problem using both methods for an intelligent
choice, a general discussion of the historical application of these two
~i ~ i^ ~ ^__I_~___~____I_^___ _1 1 1_
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methods should provide some insight into the choice.
The BoltPman method is the classical approach to the problem of
radiative transfer, and consists of deriving the equation which describes
the behavior of the radiance vector throughout the hydrosol, and then
solving this equation with the pertinent boundary conditions. This
equation is known as the equation of radiative transfer, or the transport
equation, and is a non-linear integro-differential matrix equation for
the case of polarized light. The method of invariant bedding focuses its
attention on the medium, rather than the radiance, by deriving and solving the
equations which describe the transmission and reflection characteristics
of a general finite body. The emitted light is then found by operating
on the incident illumination with these characteristics. As the pert-
inent equations contain the same information as the equation of transfer,
it is not surprising that the method of invariant bedding also results
in nonlinear intefro-differential matrix equations.
The classes of integro-differential equations obtained using either
of these methods do not, in general, have straightforward analytical
solutions. Each branch of physics using these equations has therefore de-
veloped its own techniques for obtaining an approximate solution. In
astrophysics, for example, the transport equation is often reduced to a
flux balance equation by integration over the upper and lower hemispheres,
and the reduced set of equations solved by further reduction to a set
of linear algebraic equations. This seems appropriate when the scattering
function is symmetrical, but cannot be applied for cases with directional
scatterers. Chandrasekhar (1950) has shown that an approximate solution
can be found for the directional case by expanding the scattering
function in Legendre polynomials, but a large number of simultaneous
equations must be solved for scatterers with a high degree of assymetry.
Chandresekhar has also found an exact solution for the case of Rayleigh
scattering, and this solution has been extended by Sekera (1962) for scatt-
ering in planetary atmospheres.
In two applications of the Boltzman method to problems of
hydrological optics alternative methods of solution are illustrated.
LeNoble (1965) used the completely classical approach of Chandrasekhar,ex-
panding the scattering matrix in Legendre polynomials by deriving the poly-
nomials in terms of the properties of the scatterers directly, and is
now attempting to solve the resulting equations. Priesendorfer (1965) chose
to divide the hydrosol into a set of discrete points, and then derive the
equations relating the radiance at each point with its value at neigh-
boring points. The resulting set of linear algebraic equations were then
solved numerically using a high speed computer.
The "natural" method of solving the Boltzman equations is discussed
by most authors in the field, and consists of successive computations of
higher orders of the light field. This method is only practical for points
optically close to the surface, where the higher orders of the light field
are less important, and an attempt toapply it to calculations of near
asymptotic properties would require excessive computations. although it
would eventually converge to the exact solution.
The method of invariant bedding is comparitively recent, being first
discussed by Ambarzumian (1943), and it was first introduced in astrophysics
-
where it is often desirable to compute the radiation transmitted or re-
flected by an atmosphere without requiring a knowledge of the radiation
within the atmosphere. It has also been applied successfully in meteor-
ology, and is beginning to be established as a powerful analytical
tool. Its attractiveness lies in part in the fact that it does not re-
quire expansion of the scattering function, and also in its ease of appli-
cation to plane parallel geometries. It is the natural choice when the
medium can be divided into a set of plane parallel thin slabs, for the in-
variant bedding equations dexcribing such slabs are found by dropping the
non-linear terms from the general equations, and the solution of the re-
duced set of equations provides an accurate approximation of the reflection
and transmission characteristics of the slabs. Once the reflection and
transmission operators are known, the vector radiance may be found by a
simple iterative procedure.
The remainder of this section covers the derivation of the simplified
invariant embedding equations for thin slabs of an ideal hydrosol, their
solution for the reflection and transmission operators, and the application
of these operators in the calculation of the vector radiance field. In
the following section (C) these results will be reduced to suitable
computer program, and the near asymptotic light field calculated for a
few typical hydrosols.
The Method of Invariant Bedding
The method of invariant bedding relies on the fact that the diffuse
transmission and reflection of a layer of arbitrary thickness can be de-
scribed by operators that are independent of the illumination, and that
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when these operators are known the task of finding the interior light
field is conceptually straightforward. Thus if the transmission oper-
ator of the upper slab in figure 3.1 is given by T(), its Yeflectance
operator by R(), and the reflectance operator of the optically deep
layer below by R 0), the radiance field at the 1-2 interface is given
by
3.13 N+(z,g) = T(N+(O,)) + R(N-(s,,))
5.14 N-(jg) = R)
where N +(O, ) is the illumination on the upper surface, and the operators
and variables may be expressed in either vector or scalar form. While the
method of invariant bedding must consider methods of solving equations
3.13 and 3.14, the major concern is the determination of the operators
R() and T().
The General Reflectance Operator
The reflectance is found by referring to figure 3.2 and using the
following argument. It is clear that there is one path of light through
the infitessimal layer, z, z+dz, that does not involve any scattering in
that layer, one path that involves only a reflection in that layer, and three
additional paths that inclide single scattering in the elemental layer dz.
All other possible paths involve higher order events in the dz layer, and
are therefore considered negligible.
If a beam with unit magnitude and direction is incident upon +dzs,
the amount reflected into the angle v by the first path is given by
Z-o
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The second path shown in the figure reflects a radiance N2 into the
angle to , where
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and the remaining three paths return, respectively,
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Combining the five radiances and taking the limit, the general reflectance
function is found to be given by
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with the initial value given by
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The overall reflection of the layer is now found by integrating the
reflectance function over the complete input N(z,~), so that the reflected
radiance is given by
3.22 M / ,
and the general reflection operator is thus
3.23 )
2rr
The General Transmission Operator
The transmission operator T() is found by a similar argument. The
possible paths, however, are reduced to three as shown in figure 3.3.
The transmitted radiance due to the first possibility is
3.24 !I . , (*-.- , L - ,t ; - /
the second possibility yields
Srr -I
and the third possibility is
i -,( A( )
0-. 2
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and this may be integrated to yield the approximate reflectance function
_jz( i _1--~~-~-c-~+-r ( ))
Similarly, T() is now given by the solution to
3.32 A t;I c G4
so that the approximate transmission function is
L... ... ..... " ! -I
t L:3,33
Approximate forms of the R and T operators suitable for numerical
analysis are now found by using 3.31 and 3433 and double summation in-
stead of integration, so that R() is given by
3.34
7T-
and To() is given by
3.35 . r i-
The factors affecting the accuracy of the approximate R and T
functions are the precision of the optical parameters o and -- , and the
slab thickness 62. The extinction coefficient and scattering matrix of sea
'1;r
3.30
~< A?
3.31 CP (" ,- , , -
Again combining the radiances and taking the limit, the general trans-
mission function is given by
3.r2
with the initial value conditions
3.28 ,
Continuing the analogy, the general transmission operator is
3.29 ( ()
The reflection and transmission operators just derived apply
equally to scalar and vector radiances, but it must be kept in mind that
the vector terms in the equations do not commute.
The Approximate R and T Operators
The reflection and transmission operators for a thin homogeneous
slab depend upon first order events only. This suggests that a useful
approximation of R() and To() may be found by dropping the higher order
terms from equation 3.20 and 3.27 and then solving the simplified equations.
Thus for Z_\, R() is given by
_~~____~_ _______~;
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uncertainty must be as large as the experimental errors in o( and PM,
or 5-106. On the other hand, the use of a slab thickness of j introduces
an additional error in the irradiances of 6%. The results of the following
section indicate an additional error that increases with the ellip-
ticity of the radiance, and is in the neighborhood of 2-36 for typical
data. Thus in the worst case the radiance error could be in as much as
19/. Because of the way the equations are formulated, this error would be
systematic, and Wsymetrical about the vertical axis. Therefore it is
reasonable to expect that even in the worst case the error in the near
asymptotic polarization would be considerably less.
Finding the Radiance when R() and T() Are Known
Figure 3.5 shows a schematic representation of the light transfer
process in the slab model, and this may be abstracted to the flow graph
shown in Figure 3. 6. Inspection of the flow graph yields the following
set of equations for N+ and N
+  
= T [N + R IN
342 N n-1 n- n- nn
343 N =R N I+ T[Nn N n n+1
At the surface, No is specified, and the slab operators To) and R()
are found by the method of invariant bedding. The operator R1 accounts
for downward reflection at the free surface, while T1 represents the
transmission across the air-sea interface. While in actuality these two
terms should include both diffuse and specular effects, and take into account
the wave motion, in this paper R1 is fixed as 0, and T1 is given by the
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water are not easily measured, and an overall accuracy of 5% is typical
of operational values, with the accuracy deteriorating rapidly under adverse
conditions. The error introduced by the use of a finite slab thickness
depends directly upon the number of 2nd and higher order scattering inter-
actions occuring in the slab, which in turn depends upon the values of ox ,
a-, and D .
In order to select a slab thickness that is reasonably consistent
with the accuracy of o, and (- the following one dimensional scalar
model was developed. Comparison of the analytic solution of this model
with the solution obtained using only first order events indicates the impor-
tance of the higher terms. The analogy is particularly close because the
distribution of sunlight in sea water is typically beam-like, and the
scattering phase function is also extremely narrow.
The reflection operator of a one dimension light pipe of length L
is given by Wing (1962) as
3.36 R(L) = Sinh(AKL)35 R(L) = KCosh(AKL) + (I-)SidK(AKL
and the transmission by
1
3.S7 T(L) = Coa(AKL) 
-(-) sid(AKL)
where A = the extinction coefficient
f = the forward scattering albedo
S= the b ck s attering albedo
k2 = (f-1) -6
_~_ /~**~aLYI___I__I__I II~L-~IC.. I- -_~.~I._..
The first order reflection operator is found by the solution to
R(xi = Ab + 2(A)R'(x)
Ax
or
3.39 R'(L) = 2 (le2(A4 )L)
Similarly
3AO ATI = A(l-f)T'( x )
or
341 TL) =L
For L = @, both approximations agree with the true values, as expected.
Figure 3.4 indicates the trend of the functions T,R, T', and R' as AL
is increased and f and b are given the typical values of .5 and .01 re-
spectively. For AL less than 1 the error is not great for either operator
although the accuracy of R' deteriorates faster than that of T'.
A final consideration in the accuracy of the R() and T() operators
is the scale of the numerical integration. The effect of the grid
spacing is difficult to evaluate numerically, and since the radiance, r(),
and t() all vary smoothly with angle, it is felt that the simple method
of integration adopted yields satisfactory results.
The attempt tocombine the various error-producing factors into a single
numerical estimate of the precision of the method was not successful, but
it is possible to indicate bounds on the error. In the best case, the
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unity operator, so that the actual input to the problem is N, and N,
may be regarded as the emerging radiation.
The distribution of light intensity in the model is governed by the
two equations, 3.41 and 3.42 which were obtained by inspection of the
flow graph in Figure 3.6. The first step towards the solution of these
equations is to split the flow graph into its somponents, as show/n Figure
3.7. The radiance at any level is now seen to be the sum
344 N n
whose convergence is assured by the physical basis of the equations as
the transmission or reflection of a layer always includes some true
absorption in a natural hydrosol so N 2 Nj+1. The rate of convergence
can be readily estimated by monitoring the size of the successive terms.
Inspection of the flow graph orders of H , that is, there are no
n
closed paths. Thus it is possible to sequentially determine the terms
N terminating the series when . NJ becomes small, and then ob-
n j -. n
taining the sum in . This is done by first determing N - - - N by
successive applications of the transmission operator derived previously,
since
1+T-+
345 N +  =T (ak 1
and N is specified.
o
Next, the radiances N-- - - N1 -  are found by using the relation
4-
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and letting
1-=
3.47 N = i )
with the reflection operator of the lower boundary being indicated by
R,(). In the case of optically deep hydrosols and ALN large, the use of
R() as R,() introduces an error which only affects a few superadjacent
layers.
Further values of Nj  are found in an identical manner, aLnce, in
general
3.48 Nk = T(Nj) + R(N -l)
3.49 N - T(N ) + 1(N )
This method, used in conjunction with the approximate transforms derived
before, make up the method of deriving the theoretical light field insitu.
The speed of convergence depends upon the values of - , the scattering
matrix, and the thickness of the layers. Since considerable effort is
involved in calculating each higher order it is useful to estimate the
importance of the higher terms. This is done by returning to the one
dimensional model. The exact transmission for a layer with a dimensionless
thickness of L is given by
3.50 T(L) = 1
cos h(kL) + sin h(kLJ
when the back scattering albedo is small and the total albedo is less than
.9. These conditions are generally satisfied in sea water. The approxi-
mate transmission for a thin layer is given by
._-LII. .-yl_---.l-~ -IIP- - -- ~ - 1L_~
3.51 T'(AL) = e-kL
and the first order transmission for a layer of thickness L is thus
3.52 T'(L) = T'(L) n
The accuracy of T'(L) may be seen by giving k the typical value of
f(see equation 3.37), and computing T(L) and T'(L). Figure 3.8
compares the two transmissions for a system of 20 layers, and it is
clear that the first order calculation is adequate to describe the sinking
light field in the one dimensional model.
C. Calculations of the Near Asymptotic Polarization
Introduction
Since ,- 9E6 of the submarine light is in the sinking radiance, and
the sinking raidance is accurately approximated by the first order
term, the computational programs for calculating the near asymptotic
polarization are based on equation 3.33 for the transmission function,
equation 3.35 for the transmission operator, and 3.45 for the first
order sinking radiance. The polarization is computed by hand from the
horizontal vector radiances using the relation in 3.12.
The Programs
The first program is entitled EWFY, and is used to evaluate the
weighting function
.0/
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that is contained in equation 3.31. It also evaluates the direct
transmission through the slab for all possible angles of inclination.
The program, listed in figure 3.9 takes the case of cos = cos8o into
account by calculating the analytical value of the limit instead of
trying to divide 0 by 0, and weights all of the inputs with the factor
sinaiQgA that is appropriate for the integration over solid angle
that occurs later. There are two additional special features of this
program that require explanation. First, althouah the program computes
values for 9 = O, these values are weighted by sin 7.50 instead of
sin 00. This was done to insure that the value of the radiance at co)0,
0 was not lost, and the value 7.5 was chosen so that the integration of
a unit radiance over a hemisphere would yield a scalar irradiance of 2 T.
Finally, the value of coe8 was not allowed to approach zero as G->90o
as this would have forced the computer to try to divide by sero. Instead,
the value corresponding to 9 = 78,750 was considered to represent the
average for that sector.
The second program uses the output from EBFY and the scattering
matrix data and calculates the weighted value of T(). The program, en-
titles SP, is listed in figure 3.10. The reason for the apparent
complexity of the program is that it is necessary to apply two matrix
corrections to the scattering angle for each possible pair of input-
output angles in the reflection and transmission functions. The two
corrections are used to rotate the incoming radiance veaor into the
EWFV
DIMENSION U(5) TI5),GT(5,5)GR(5,5),S(5),DSA(5)
READ 101 , (UI-I), I=15)
READ 102, (S(I), I=1,5)
READ 101OtDSA(I),I=1,5)
1 READ 103, At R
PUNCH 103, t R
00 2 M1=1,5
2 T(M1)-2.7183**(-A*R/U(M1))
00 6 Ml=1,5
DO 3 M2=1,K
3 GT(M1,M2)=(S(M1)*(T(M1)-T(M2))/ (1.-U(M2)/U(M1)
M2=MI
GT(M1,M2)=(S(M2)*R*T(ML)/U(M1))*DSA(Ml)
K =M1+1
DO 4 M2=K,5
4 GT(Ml M2)=(S(M1)*( TM1)-T(M2) /4 (1.-U(IM2)/U(M1
DO 5 M2=1,5
5
6
101
102
103
201
202
203
GR(MlM2)=( Si'Mlt (1*.-TIMl)*TtM2))/IA (1.4U(M2)
CONTINUE
PUNCH 201, (T(M), M=1,5)
PUNCH 202, ((GT(L,J),1h1,5)tJ1,t5)
PUNCH 203, ((GRIJ),I=1,5)JAq,5)
GO TO I
FORMAT (5F6.5)
FORMAT (SF6.5)
FORMAT (2F8.5),
FORMAT (6HT *5F8.6)
FORMAT (6HGT ,5F8.61
FORMAT (6HGR S5F8.6)
ENO
)*A))*DSAIM|l
/U(M1))))*DSAIM1)
_~1____1_ __~~I ~~_I____I L*
)*A) ) *DSAIM1).
SPM
CAI.CULATIC CF wEIGHTEC PHASE MATRIX REFERENCED TC LOCAL VERTICAL
FO R
SIKING TRANSMISSION (CUTPLT GCES CCWN)
CI -NSION CE(5), SE(5), CA(5), SI(2), CI
1PM(4,4,19), A(?,4,4),ST(4,4), STIY(4,4)
2SA(5),GR(5,5),CT(5,5),ISIGN(5,5,5)
REAC 121, (CE(1),I=1,5)
PRINT 101,(CE(I),I=1,5)
REAL iI (SE(T),I=1,5)
PRI NT 101,(SF(I),I=1,5)
RFAD 1Il (CI(I),I=1,5)
PRINT 101,(CA(I),I=1, )
REAl; 1=1, (SA(I),I=1,5)
PRINT 11,(SA(T),I=1,5)
REA: 102, (CSC (I),I= 1,19)
PRINT 1C2,(CSCA{I),I=1,19)
REAO 1
PRINT
RFA[ 1
P I NT
RE10 1
P I\T
11,
iC4,
(6X
C33,
103,
(CT(I1,J)
((1SIGA(P
((ISIGN(M
2512)
(ID,(P (I
((ID,(P (
I=1,b)
,MO,NC
CST SIlkINOG TRANSF ISSION
C SCLVE LEFT SIPM
CU 2 VI=1,5
C, 2 VC=1,5
ST
12),
, RT
CSCA(19), SSCA(19),
(4,4), RTTP(4,4) ,
,J= 1,5
),C =1
),VO=l
,J,K),I=1,4)
I,J,K),I=1,4
CASE
,5),MI=1,5),ND=1,5)
,J=1,4),K=1,19)
),J=1,4),K=1,19)
C(: 3 l\F:=1,5
C FI W' K FOR TRtNSFISSION -ST, LEFT SICF
CSA= -CF(MI)*CF(PC) + SE(F'I)SE(VL)*CA(ND)
K=1
e IF (CSCA(K)-CSA) 4,4,5
5 K=K+I
C()  T U 6
4 CU'TINLE
PRIkT 105, K
105 FI)RwAT ( 1I H4,13)
C SOLVE SPHERICAL TPIANCLE -STlEFT
SI(1)=SE("O)*rA(ND)/SCRTF(AIRSF(I.-CSA*CSA))
SI (2)= E (t'I)*, >A(NC)/SGRTF(APSF(1.-CSA*CSA))
CI(1)=FLOATF(1SIGN( VIMO,NC))*SORTF(AR SF(1.-S (1)*S (1)))
CI ( )=SQRTF (A'SF(1.-SI(2)*SI(2)))
PRINT 106, SI(1),SI(2),CI(1),CI(2)
lf06 F RF.'AT (IH , 4F8.5)
C F I:'J TAN F-ORMS FOR LEFT SICE
7 1=1 2
,1,1) SI
S, 2) :CI(
,1,3)=-l.
,1 ,4) C.
,2,1)=A (I
,2,2)=(I
,2,3) -A(
,2,4)=C.
,3, 1) -2.
I)*SIII)
I)*CI(I)
*(-1.**I )*SI(I)*CI(I)
,2)
,1)
1,3)
*A(I,1,3)
104
1
_I~II_-LL---C~L- LI -~l~hXL---.~ I-LIII -IILI~IX-~--*-X~-Yi~-__
(GT(',J),1=1 5),J=1,5)
SPM
A(I,3,2)=+2.*A(Iq1,3)
4(I,3,3)=2.*4(I,1,1)-i.0
Al
A(
A(
A(
7 AL
C V A
CO
NK
ST
> CO
CO
CL,
ST
I ,3,4)=0.
I,4,1)=C.
I ,4,2)=0.
I ,4,)=C.
1,4,4)=1.?
TRIX VLITIPLY
P8 =1 4
1 J=1 4
= 2C - K
(I,J) = PF(I
+PM(I
+P (I
+P (I
TI LE
9 I=1,4
C J=1V4
TN(1,J ) =
; C Ui NT 1 NUE
PPINT 27-1
PL''CH 202
PUNCH ?02
3 CiONTINLE
FCR LEFT SICE
,1 ,NK)
,2 ,NK)
,3,NK)
,4, N K)
(A(2
+A(2
+A(2
, vL, rc ,
,lI ,MC, D,
,VI ,MC,L,
C tuLV I- IGHT SIDI:
CL( 13 NDT=6, 0
N)= 10-NDT
C FI"'I; K FCW TRANSISSION -
CSA= -CEt0I, )*CE(VCO) + SE(
K=i
1 IF (CSCA(K)-CSA) 14,14,15
1; K=K+1
CO Tr 16
14 CUNTINLE
PRINT 1C5, K
C SOLVE SPHERICAL TRIANGLE
SI (1)=SE(fO)*SA(NC)/SORTF
SI (2) S (MI) *SA (N )/S RTF
CI(1)=fLCO TF(ISIGN(VI,MO,
CI(2)=S TQRT F(BF(.-SI(2)
PRI NT 106, SI(1),SI (2),CI
C FIl' I1 T ANSFCRM S FCR RIGHT
CJ 17 I=1,?
A(I,1,3) + 1.*(-1.**I)*SI (
4( 1,1,4)=.
A (1 ,2,1)= I,1 ,2)
A(!,2,7)-A(I,1,1)
A(1,2,?)=-A(I,I,3)
1( I ,2 , C)= 
A(I ,3,1)=-2.*'(I,1,3)
A (I,3, )=+ ". *A (I , 1 ,3)
, 1,J)
,2,J)
,3,J)
,4,J)
*ST
*ST
*ST
ND, ((ST
((STT'(
((STT (
) *( IMI ,MO)
TV( I,J),J=1,4),I=1,4)
I,J),J=1,4),I=1,2)
I,J),J=1,4), I=3,4)
ST, RIGFI SICE
FI)*SE (PC) *C (N )
-ST,RIGPT
(ABSF(1.-CSA*CSA))
(APSF(1.-CSA*CSA))
NC))*SQRTF(APSF(1.-SI(1)SII(1)))
*SI(2)))
(1),CI(2)
SICF
I)*CI(I)
.I ^I- I~-.
*A(
*A(
*A(
*A\(
SPM
At
At
Al
A(
Al
17 A(
,33
,3,4
,4,l
,4,2
,4'3
,4,4
)=0.
)=C.
)=0.
)=0.
)-1.0
C MATRIX MULTIPLY
CO 18 I=1,4
CO 18 J=1,4
NK = 2C - K
RT(I,J)
1
2
19 CONTINLE
CO 19 I=1,4
CO 19 J=1,4
RTTM(I,J) =
1
2
3
1i COUTINLE
PRINT 201,
PUNCH 202,
PUNCH 2C2,
13 CONTINLE
2 COITINLE
G3 TO I
01 FORYAT (6X,
0~ FORWAT (6X,
03 FORPFAT (4X,
PM (I
+PM(I
+PM(II
+PM(I
FCR RIGHT SIDE
,NK)
,NK)
,NK)
,NK)
(A(2
+A(2
+A(2
+A(2
ID, M
ID,MI
ID,MI
,1)
,2)
,3)
,4)
*A('1,1,J
*Al(1,2,J
*A(1,3,J
*Al(1,4,J
*RT(1,J)
*RT(2,J)
*RT(3,J)
*RT(4,J)) *GT(MI,MO)
I, PC, NDT,((RTTPMI
,MO,NDT, ((RTTPII,J
,MC,NDT, ((RTTM(I,J
5F8.6)
10F6.4/6X,8F6.4,
12,4F14.8)
,J),J11,
),J=1,4)
),J=1,4)
4), 1=1,4)
,1=1,2)
,I=3,4)
F7.4)
201 FORMAT 19H ST ,412,4F14.8/(17X,4F14.8))
202 FORMAT (3HST ,12,311,8F8.5)
END
C SLHRCLTINE FCR NUWERICAL INTECRATICN
SLPPCLTINE SU (Al,A2,A3,A4,VI,CVI1,NP)
CIVEhSICh A1(5,5,8),A2([,5,8),A3(5,5,8),A4(54),8),VI(5,8,4),DVI(5,
IC 1 I=1,5
CC 1 J=1,8
1 CU I(I1,J, P) =
CC 2 IC =1,5
uC 2 JC =1,8
CC 2 II =1,5
CC ? NJI =1,8
JI = JC + NJI
IF (JI-3) 12,1
1 JI = JI - 9
2 [' I(ICJCNP) = CVI(ICJC,hP)
2 ChCTINLF
RETLRN
E N -
+ Al(
4 A2(
4 A3(
4 A4(
IIO,NJI)*VI(
I, IO,NJI)*VI(
I,IONJI)*VI(
1, IO,!JI )-VI
I,JI
I,JI
IJI
I,JI
V R T1
C. VECTUR RACIATIVE TRANSFER~ - SINKING TRANSP'ISSION CNIY
C RECUIRES 1 SET SURFACE tCEIFIEC SiCKES VECTCRS WITH IA=+1,11
CIPENSICK ST1i(5,5,8),STi2(5,5,.-P),STi3(5,5,e) ,ST1(5,5,e) ,ST2l(5,
1,9)ST22( 5, 5,t8) ST2'3( 5,5,P 1ST24(5,5,8) ,ST31( 5,5,8) 5T32( 5,5,8)t
2ST33 (5 ,5 8) ST34 (5 ,S,98) ST,41(5,5,8 ) ST42(5,5,58) ,ST43( 5,5,8) ,ST44
3-(5 ,5t8) T(gl) ,TI(5,8,4),VI(5v8t4)tCVI( 5,8,4)
REAC 101,LI'AX
PRINT2Ol, LtVAX
REAC 102,(T(I),I=115
PRINT 202, (HI),1=1,5)
REAC 1039(((STi2(IJK),STI2( IJK)tST13(IJK),ST14(1,JK)tST21
i(IJK),5T2(l,JK),ST23(IJK),ST24(IJK),ST3L(IJK(),ST32(IJ,
21),ST33(IJK),ST34(IJK),ST4i(IJK),ST42(IJK),ST43(IJK)tST
3144(1 ,J K ) K= 1,3), J=l, 5),1=1,5)
PRINT 203, (( (ST11( IJK),K=i,8,tJ=1,5),1=1,s)
1 REAC 1C49 ((IA9LqIC, (VI([,JNP),J=i,8),NP=l,4),1=l,5)
PR INT 1C5 vL
PRINT 2C4,(( IALI0,N\Pt1(VI1 ,1NP)tJ=i,8)tNP=lI,4bI=1,5)
L=2 , LMAX
S Lit S r11 ,ST 12 ,ST 12,ST 14, V I VI ,NP)
SUW(ST21,ST22,ST23,ST24,VICVINP)
SUWv(ST31,ST32,ST13,5T34,VICV1,NP)
CALL SUP(ST41 ,ST4'2,5T43rST4
C C 2 11 , 5
C C 2 J 1i,8
C C 2 N P=i1,94
2 VI(IvJ,NP)=l.VI(I9JvNP) *TUl
PR INT 105,1.
PR INT ?C'5q,((IA ,L, ICNF, I,(V
3 CCNTINL;E
CC TC 1
1 FCRNvAT (12)
2 FCRt'AT (5F93.6)
3 FCRVAT (HX98F3.6)
4 FCRI'AT (12912912#2X 98F8.6)
5 FCRt~hT (3t-IL=,13)
I FCRMAT (it-I, 6I-LIAX #12)
2 FCRPAT (i1F- ,5F8.6 1/ )
3 FURNAT (i1- ,8F14.6)
4 FCNI'AT (it- 931292I18F14.6)
5 FCRt'AT (it- 9312921198F14.6)
6 FC~lVAT (I2,l1q2,1I1,F8.
E NC(
4,V 1,CVINP)
)*VIH ItJNP )
I(IJNP),J=1,e),NP=1,4),I=lv,)
l(IJNP)tJ=l,8),NP=1,4),I=1,5l)
6)
cc I
N p= 1
C AL L
N F=2
C AL L
N P =3
C A LL
N p= 4
IC
ic
ic
ic
ic
2 C
2 C
2 C
2 C
correct orientation relative to the scattering plane, and then to
rotate the scattered radiance back into the normal plane of reference.
The matrices are different for each pair of angles, and calculation
of the matrix requires the solution of a spherical triangle. Each step
is clearly indicated in the program by appropriate comment cards.
The final program is called VRT1 and carries out the transmission
operations listed in equation. 3.45 for a stack of thin slabs. The actual
numerical integration is performed by calling the subroutine SUM that is
listed in figure 3.11. The program VRTI, listed in figure 3.11 that
computes the first order sinking radiance, consists of successive
applications of the transmission operator. The output of this program
is the vector sinking radiances for the 40 possible directions.
The Data
The data used to calculate the near asymptotic pelarization was ob-
tained from a surface sample taken about 20 miles south of Gay's Head,
Martha's Vineyard and listed in appendix "A" and "B" as sample 7. The
value of A& corresponding to 546wy4 was .7 (meters- 1 ). The matrices
were measured over the range 20 - 1300, and in order to use the SPM
program it is necessary to extend the range of the scattering matrices
from O - 180o. for the back scattering region of expansion, the matrix
at 1300 was merely duplicated five times. This approximately preserves
the normal shape and nagnitude of the scattering matrices, although
unrealistic as far as the polarization is concerned. However, as the
scattering angle approaches 1800 the influence of the scattering matrix
on the calculation decreases.
~~-1~--^~11--- -
The extension of the scattering matrix from 200 to 00 was done
by doubling the value at 200 to obtaine the value at 100 and setting the
non diagonal terms equal to zero. The doubling was based on consideration
of a variety of theoretical and experimental scalar scattering functions.
In this calculation the value of the matrix at 00 is found by using the
magnitude of P(10 on the diagonal of an otherwise zero matrix. This
gives the approximate order of magnitude although here again the size
is not critical as the attenuated direct bean willalways be considerably
greater than the scattered light for their layers. Another effect
of this approximation is to leave the polarization of all forward
scattered light unchanged. This is probably not always the case in
natural hydrosols, but holds for suspensions of spherical particles.
The output of the program SMC was used with a synthetic unpolarized
near asymptotic radiance distribution obtained by using the fourth order
ellipse described by Tyler (1963) with 9 = .560. This was done in the
hope that it would closely approximate the form of the actual near
asymptotic radiance distribution in sample 7.
The Results
The results of the calculations of the polarization apply to light
at a wavelength of 546 a) , and are suiuarised in table 3.1, which lists
the polarization and the ratio s as a function of depth, s, given by
3.54 = (OO)
NH(90,0) + NV(90,)
is a measure of the stability of the radiance distribution. for the
model used, the value of s stabilized rapidly and the polarization of
the horizontal light field is fairly constant. The maximum polarization
ofL4lT is considered to represent the near asymptotic polarization, as
the lower values are at greater depth where the accuracy of the program
is also less.
Table 3.1
The Near Asymptotic Polarization - Coastal Water
aepzn QS
0 0 27
1 14 18
2 16 15
3 17 14
4 17 13
5 18 13
6 18 12
7 17 12
8 16 12
9 15 12
10 14 12
The magnitude of the near asymptotic polarization calculated for
the coastal sample 7 should also be typical of the polarization in ocean
and harbor water, as the inherent optical properties show great similarities.
Measured values of the polarization also lie in this range, as noted by
Waterman (1955), andsubsequent workers.
n. Conclusions
The near asymptotic polarization is of interest because of its
biological significance and possible use as an indicator of the shape of
the light field (Tyler, 1963). The near asymptotic polarization is also
related to the nature of the suspension, but the possibility of using this
relation as a measurement tool has not been explored. The calculations
of this chapter place the estimates of Tyler on a sounder theoretical
basis, and should generate new interest in the determination of the polar-
ization of the light field in natural hydrosols.
The approximate vector solutions to the equations of invariant bedding
derived in this chapter have other applications in oceanography and meteorol-
ogy beyond the calculations contained in this thesis as the routine can be
used to calcu te the scalar apparent optical properties and the in situ
radiance distribution in any scattering and absorbing cold medium. In
particular, if the surface reflection and transmission matrices are formu-
lated in terms of the wave statistics it should be possible to determine
some of the wave properties from the polarization of the transmitted and
reflected light.
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Appendix "A"
Extinction Data
The locations and times of the extinction measurements are listed
in table A.1. The several measurements are logically divided into three
groups, corresponding to Boston Harbor water, Coastal, and North Atlantic
Ocean Water, and the raw and reduced data for these three water types are
presented in tables A.2, A.3, and A.4. All measurements were made dn
bucket samples.
Table A.1
6ample Location Date Time essel Typ
1 Thieves Ledge 12/15/65 1320 Shrock Harbor
2 Thieves Ledge 12/17/b5 1100 Shrock iiarbor
3 boston Light Ship 12/17/65 1300 Shrock Coastal
4 Thieves Ledge 12/29/65 1300 Shrock Harbor
5 39055'N, 70038'W 4/27/66 1850 Chain Ocean
6 36020.6'N, 67056.3'W 4/29/66 1020 Chain Ocean
7 33056.5'N, 65050'W 5/1/66 1492 Chain Ocean
8 388'N, 69W 5/4/66 1030 Chain Ocean
9 38o20'N, 69918.5'W 5/4/66 1200 Chain Ocean
10 38 0 40'IN, 69 0 50'W 5/4/66 1410 Chain Ocean
11 410N, 70055'W 5/5/6b 1410 Chain Coastal
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Table A.2
Absorbance and cg. vs. Wavelength, Boston Harbor
Sample:
Wavelength (y) A _)
.375
.260
.216
.276
.656
1.77
1.23
1.02
1.31
3.10
A2
A --cl -)
.370
.286
.250
.300
.675
1.75
1.36
1.18
1.41
3.12
A 1- i)
.370
.270
.234
.275
.670
1.75
1.28
1.11
1.30
3.16
Table A.3
Absorbance and o< vs. Wavelength, New England Coastal Water
Sample:
Wavelength ( )
400
500
546
600
700
800
A ia MM
.250
.181
.238
.607
1.18
.856
r-
.856
1.13
2.87
#11
.214
.160
.149
.160
.227
.543
1.01
.76
.70
.76
1.07
2.57
400
500
600
700
800
Table A.4
Absorbance and oc vs Wavelength, North Atlantic Ocean Water
Sample:
400
500
546
600
700
800
.050
.028
.068
.124
.478
.236
.132
a-
.321
.586
2.26
.044
.038
.046
.085
.169
.465
.21
.18
.22
.40
.80
2.20
.045
.042
.052
.088
.178
.462
.21
.199
.246
.416
.842
2.18
(Continued)
Sample: #8 #10
Wavelength (,a)
.056
.045
.26
.21
.084 .39
.162 .77
.486 2.30
.070
.060
.33
.28
.095
.075
.096 .45 .113
.178 .84 .188
.499 2.36 .504
400
500
546
600
700
800
.45
.35
.53
.89
2.38
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Appendix "B"
Scattering Matrix Data
The locations and times of the scattering matrix measurements
are listed in table B.l1 The measurements include Boston Harbor water,
New England Coastal water, North Atlantic Ocean Water, as well as measure-
ments of Charles River water and a suspension of monodisperse polystrene
latex spheres with a diameter of .796 microns.
The data for each sample is listed in three ways. The first tables
include the calibration factors CAT
.
(T.J,), the measured values of
P(I.J.K) for the angles 20,30, ----130 inclusive, and a statement of the
neutral density filter positions for each value of P(I,J,K) in the format
used with the data reduction program. As the filter must be either in or
out of the beam, this is indicated by a 1 when it is in the beam, and a
zero when the filter is removed. The filter factors are punched in order
of increasing attenuation, immediately after the corresponding value of
PIl.J.K).
The second set of tables lists the scattering matrices for each angle
using the modified Stokes notation, and the third set of tables lists the
same matrices converted to the normal stokes notation. The value of the
normal Stokes presentation lies in the fact that the a21 1a corresponds
to the amount of linear polarization introduced in the scattering of un-
polarized light.
The measurements were all made at a wavelength of 546 millimicrons,
and the samples were stirred as part of the measurement procedure.
Location
Charles River
410N, 70055'"
39 0 55'N, 700 38'W
34o56.5'N 66029.5
Thieves Ledge
- Polysty
Table B.1
Date Time
2/22/66 1300
5/5/66 1410
4/27/66 1850
'W 4/20/66 1200
2/10/66 1400
rene Latex Spheres -
Vessel
Chain
Chain
Chain
Shrock
2/3/66
Sample
A(2)
B(7)
0(4)
TD(6)
E(1)
Coastal
-Oeman
Ocean
Harbor
96
57.900000 57.900000
57.000000 57.000000
57.000000 57.000000
57.000000 57.000000
.4001101.9000000.4000101.4000101
.9CCO000.4401101.4400101.4400101
.4650101.4650101.4651101.4650101
.4950101.4950101.4950101.4951101
.0901101.3CO0000.0900101.0900101
.4CC0000.1521101.1520101.1520101
.1320101.1320101.1321101.1320101
.1300101.1300101.1300101.2900101
.1871010.1700000. 170010.1870010
.16CCCOO.3601010.3600010.3600010
.3500010.3500010.3501010.3500010
.3400010.3400010.3400010.1250101
.0821010.0620000.0820010.0820010
.09CC000.1501010.1500010.1500010
.1300010.1300010.1311010.1310010
.1300010.1300010.1300010.0550101
.2701000.0500000.2700000.2700000
.06CC000.0851010.0850010.0850010
.0500010.0500010.0501010.0500010
.0600010.0600010.0600010.1850000
.1641000.0300000.14C0000.1400000
.0430000.4501000.45C0000.4500000
.1400000.4000000.220 1000.250000
.0350010.0350010.0350010.1500000
.0901000.0300000.07C0000.0900000
.0400000.3201000.3200000. 200000
.0720000.3200000.15n1000.1700000
.08C000O.31000000.1000"0000.1350000
.0621000.0450000.060000.0620000
.0320000.2401000.2400000.2400000
.06C0000.2400000.00 01000.1450000
.055C000.2400000.1500000000.1450000
.0511C00.0200000.00510000.0500000
.03C0000.2151000.2150000.2150000
.0550000.2100000.0451000.1110000
.0550C00.2150000.1300000.1500000
.0551C00.0340000.0550000.0550000
.03C0000.1901000.1900000.19000000
.07C00000.1900000.0401000.1100000
.07CC0000.1900000.1450000.1800000
.0781000.000000.0780000.0780000
.03CC000.2001000.2000000.200000
.1000000.2000000.0351000.1450000
.095C000.210C000.17C00000.2200000
.1201000.0700000.1200000.1200000
.0320000.2351000.235C000.2350000
.14COC00.2350000.0301000.1730000
.14CCC0000.2300000.1950000.2600000
57.900000
57.000000
57.000000
57.000000
57.900000
57.000000
57.000000
57.000000
Raw Scattering Data from Sample 1
95.000000 95.000000 95.000000
95.000000 9r,.000000 95.000000
95.000000 95.00000 95.000000
100.700000 10C.700000 100.700000
.4301111.8601000.430 111.4300111
.9301000.4601111.4600111.4600111
.4130111.4700111.4701111.4700111
.4603111.4600111.460C111.4601111
.3451011.3451000.345011.3450011
.3301000,4001011.400 011.4000011
.3500011.4100011.3801011.3800011
.3800011.3800011.380 011.3801011
.3701110.1851000.370 110.3700110
.1851000.5001110.5000110,5000110
.3700110.5200110.450 110.4500110
.3820110.4750110.443110.4431110
.5701010.2580000.570i010.5730010
.1181000.2421110.242C110.2420110
.1350110.250010.200 11 10.2000110
.1500110.2380110.1900110,1901110
.2421010.1950000.242C010.2420010
.161J000.5681010.568C010.5680010
.2400010'. 5800010.400 1010.4000010
.2650010. 5550010. 425C010.3901010
1151010. 1550000.115 010.1150010
.1400000.3581010. 3580010.3580010
.8600000.3700010.200 010.2400010
.1100010.3550010.240 010.2051010
.4001000.-1360000.420 :000.4200000
.1180000.2501010.250 010.2500010
.4200000.2600010.9001000.1530010
.4400000.2550010.155 010.9501000
.2221000.1200000.270 000.2700000
.1050000.1921010.192 010.1920010
.2700000.2000010. 570000.9500000
.2670000.1980010.1180010.5851000
.1951000.1150000.260C000.2420000
.1000000.1621010.162C010.1620010
.2600000. 1620010.3521000.7920000
.2350000. 1650010.100C010.3701000
.2701000.1100000.350 000.3200000
.100000.1451010.145 010.1450010
.3450000.1450010.230 000.7870000
.3070000.1550010.095 010.2701000
.4301000.1100000.517 000.4830000
.1000000.1501010.1500010.1500010
.5300000.1430010.160 000.8800000
.4400000.1580010.1050010.2001000
.7201000.1200000.860C000.7700000
.115000.1701010.170 010.1700010
.8653000.1650010.1201000.5501000
.7300000.1850010 130010.1701000
Raw Scattering Data from Sample 2
95.000000
95.000000
95.000000
100.700000
~ _If_~ _CIIIIXII__I~-i~L~~ IX~U.-^
54.100000
53.200000
54.100000
54.600000
.9001111.5500100
.3501100.9001111
.5201111.5201111
.9990111.9990111
.2751111.2310100
.1401100.2751111
.1001111.1001111
.3050111.3050111
54.100000
53.200000
54.100000
54.600000
.9000111.9000111
.9000111.9000111
.9991111.5201111
.9990111.9991111
.2750111.2750111
.2750111.2750111
.2001111.1001111
.3050111.3051111
.2601011.1280100.2600011.2600011
.07C1100.2601011.2600011,2600011
.1201011.1201011.2301011.1201011
.2750011.2750011.2750011.2751011
.1201011.3700000.1200011.1200011
.375C000.1601011.1600011.1600011
.2801110.2251110.4901110.2401110
.1500011.1500011.1500011.1501011
.2171110.2750000.2170110.2170110
.28CC000.2801110.2800110.2800110
.1201110.1001110.2001110.1001110
.2650110.2650110.2650110.2651110
.3751010.2200000.3750010.3750010
.23C0000.3751010.3800010.3800010
.1881010.1881010.3301010.2051010
.3800010.3800010.3800010.3801010
.1951010.1950000.1950010.1950010
.1950000,3701010.4000010.4000010
.1951010.1001010.2501010.1801010
.3700010.2200010
.1211010.1830000
.178C000.3301010
.1601010.0601010
.3200010.1300010
.1021010.17?0000
.1750000.1981010
.0951010.0601010
.1900010.1100010
.1131010.1800000
.1820000.1821010
.1001010.0701010
.1870010.1300010
.1401010.2120000
.21C0000.2901010
.1131010.0901010
.3000010.1500010
.2700010
.1210010
.1780010
.1701010
.2200010
.1200010
.1980010
.1071010
.1450010
.1300010
.2000010
.0901010
.1050010
.1700010
.3100010
.0801010
.1670010
.2001010.2600000.2400010
.2550000.4351010.4600010
.2251010.1251010.0651010
.4500010.2000010.3000010
54.100000
53.200000
54.100000
54.600000
54.100000
53.200000
54.100000
54.600000
.2701010
.1210010
.1780010
.1101010
.2201010
.1200010
.1980010
.0891010
.1451010
.1300010
.2000010
.1201010
.1051010
.1500010
.3100010
.1131010
.0701010
.2300010
.4600010
.1851010
.0901010
Raw Scattering Data from Sample 3
-il a-EdumS mo-Tj: -eq!6(j 2uTj-r.)qq--eoS imeg
00019100000 81090000910900008100
OOOOOZOIDOOOTOZOOOOOOozo*ooocozoe
00006CO*000)6CO*OOOO98OoOOOCOlO-
OOOOSZO*000)SZO*0000600*OOOISZO-
000 IS I C*Ooro)S I o *0000S 10 * ooor-S I o -
000091cooookeloooooo810*OOOCIBIO*
OOOOOEO*000)OEO*OOODS900000(600*
OOOOSIO*0003910*0000600*OOOISIO*
0001clolooo C1000000(1000000cloo
OOOOSIOOOOOISIO*OOOOSIOOOOOCSIO.
OOOOOZOOOOO 8ZOOOOOC6+iO*0000900*
0000110000031100000080000001110.
OOOISIOOOOOISIOOOOODS10000009100
OOOOSIOOOOOISIOOOOOOS100000:"Sloo
OOOOOCOOOOO)OCOOOOOOZ, OOOOOOSOO.
00001100000011000000800000011100
00019100000)91000000910000009100
OGOOSTOOOOOISIO00000s10"00.nc.slo.
OOOOCOO*IOO COOO000OS4100000OLOOO
00000100000 01000000900000010100
OOOIOZOOOOO)OZOOOOOOOZOOOOOCOZO 0
00008100000181000000010*0000910 
0
00009COOOOOD9Eoooooloolooooo9ooo
OOOOSIOOOOO%".*SIOOOOOOOOOOOOGISIOO
oociozooooo)8zoooooooZOOOOOOBZOO
00000fooooo ofoooooooCooooorOCO-
00006410*000 61 000000SLO*000476000
OOOOSZOOOOO SZO*0000600*OOOTSZOO
OOOIZ100000 Z4yooooooZtPOOOOOCZ4j00
00000SO00001090000000SO0000coso 
.
OOOOSLO*000)SLOOOOOOOZI*000 -nr6OC-
OCOOLCOOOOOI"LEO*000001000001LEO.
00018900000)8900000089000000990.
0000990*00OTS90*0000990*0000SOO-
OOOOZIIOOOO)Zll*OOOOOzzooooooio.
OOOOS90000ODS9000000sZOOOOOIS90.
OOOISEIOOOODSEIOOOOOSETOOOCCSEI.
0000061"000106100000061*OOOC061-
OOOOOSZOOOOOOSZOOOOIOszooooosio.
00009L I 00008L I *00006ZO*OOO I OL I*
OIOIZ900010DZ90*OTOOZ90001orz9oo
0100990*010199000TOO990*01OC990-
oloozoooolo-ZOO'DOTOIZ909000 ; 11 -oco*
OIOOZ900010. Zgo*OOOOZ4yo0oloiz9oo
010TS6Z*010 S6Z*OIOOS6Z*OIOCS6Z*
OICOOOE*OlOTOOEOOIOOOOC*OIOCOSEO
olooosfoolo oss*oIolosE*ooocs9o*
01000SCOO1000SE0000041900010105C-
OOOOOS*,47 00000S094, 4
0000041*t 4_. y 000004Y064i 4
000004
.? *. 4 0000041* 6/
0000011 *6 tp 0000041*6"1 4
000009 0 9tp
00000'1 *6'1
000004y * 6'
000004y * 647
OOOOOS*9117
0000041*647
0000047 * 647
0000041 * 64?
100
6 189.199999 189.199999
6 185.199999 185.199999
6 181.099998 181.099998
6 181.099998 181.099998
.4781001.2000000.478 001.4780001
.1750000.5221001.522 001.5220001
.4753001.4750001.4751001.4750001
.4750001.4750001.475001.4750001.475C001.475100
.0951001. 0600000.0950001.0950001
.0570000.1501001.150c001.1500001
.100001. 1000001.100'001.1000001
.100C001. 100000001.100COO1.1001001
.4201000. 0450000.420 C000.4200000
.03UOO00.0491001.049 001.0490001
.035C,001.0350001.035 001.0350001
.035C001.0350001.035 001.0351001
.1631000.0370000.163CO00.1630000
.0200000.2201000.220000.2200000
.1190000.0200000.1821000.1500000
.1190000.0200000.182 000.1501000
.0821000.0240000.082C000.0820000
.0150000.1501000.150C000.1500000
.0680G00.1870000.104*000.0800000
.0680000.1870000.104C000.0801000
.0451000.0250000.045 000.0450000
.0140000.0951000.071 COO0.0950000
.0700000.0900000.0501000.0900000
.040000.0900000.090 000.0501000
.0301000.0300000.030 000.0300000
.010- 000.0721000.060C000.0720000
.0300000.0600000.0301000.0600000
.0300000.0600000.060 000.0301000
.0221000.0220000.022C000.0220000
.010O0. 0601000.060COOO.0600000
.049-J000.0490000.021 1000.0490000
.021 000.0490000.049C000.0211000
.0211000.0210000.021C000.0210000
.010Ju00. 0601000.060C000.0600000
.027 000.0510000. 015 000.0450000
.0270000. 0510000.04500.0151000
.0251000.0250000.025 C000.0250000
.0123000.0651000.050C000.0650000
.046GO0. 0580000.0151000.0680000
.0290000.0580000.068 000.0151000
.0351000.0350000.035C000.0350000
.015000. 0801000.065000.0800000
.0530000.070000000.055'000.0800000
.035300.700000.057C000.0551000
.0551000. 0320000.071 C000.0550000
.0160000.1001000.100 000.1000000
.1220000.14000000.1401000.1400000
.0980000. 1400000.055G000.0551000
189.199999
185.199999
181.099998
181.099998
189.199999
185.199999
181.099998
181.099998
Raw Scattering Data from Sample 6
101
189.199999 189.199999 189.199999
183.099998 183.099998 183.099998
193.199999 193.199999 193.199999
193.199999 193.199999 193.199999
.4701101.2850100.4700101.4700101
.2950100.5101101.5100101.5100101
.4700101.4700101.4701101.4700101
.4700101.4700101.4700101.4701101
.0851101.1000100.0850101.8500101
.0910100.1201101.1200101.1200101
.1100101.1100101.1101101.1100101
.1100101.1100101.1100101.1101101
.2101010.1470000.2100010.2100010
.1700000.3301010.3300010.3300010
.0400101.0400101.0401101.0400101
.0400101.0400101.0400101.0401101
.0901010.097C000.0900010.0900010
.1900000.1601010.1600010.1600010
.1550100.3000100.2241100.2480100
.1200100. 3000100.2480100.2101100
.2901000.062C000. 3200000.3200000
.0700000.0921010.0920010.0920010
.0720100.1570100.1081100.1200100
.0790100.1820100.1320100.1101100
.1301000.0460000.1450000.1450000
.0500000.4191000.4300000.4500000
.1300000.4250000.2101000.2800000
.1200000.4100000.2570000.2201000
.0661000.0380000.0880000.0770000
.0400000.3021000.3250000.3250000
.0800000.3080000.1361000.1990000
.0700000.3180000.1990000.1361000
.0401000.0300000.0590000.0500000
.0350C00.2381000.2550000.2550000
.0550000.2400000.0781000.1500000
.0500000.2500000.1500000.0891000
.0401000.0280000.0550000.0550000
.0340000.1981000.2150000.2200000
.0500000.1980000.0491000.1300000
.0450000.2170000.1300000.0601000
.0491000.0280000.0660000.0660000
.0310000.1901000.2000000.2140000
.0640000.1880000.0351000.1200000
.0590C00.2050000.1260000.0481000
.0581.00.0300000.1120000.0950000
.0320000.2101000.2100000.2300000
.0900000.2000000.0301000.1400000
.0780C00.2250000.1420000.0401000
.1381G00.03500000.2000000.1700000
.0380000.2651000.2650000.3100000
.1650000.2550000.0281000.2000000
.1360000.2800000.2000000.0401000
Raw Scattering Data from Sample 7
189.199999
183.099998
193.199999
193.199999
102
2.753297
.046046
.193451
.296268
.423242
,013950
.090485
.085796
.083551
.004300
.034097
.031860
.030601
.002018
.007911
.007911
.010801
.001179
.002200
.003861
.006029
.000769
.000863
.001879
.003112
.000681
-.000684
-,.000542
.002055
.000528
-.000321
-.000408
.001633
.000492
-.000200
-.000200
.001695
.000512
-.000005
-. 000005
.002517
.000535
.000135
.000033
.003671
.000609
.000079
.000079
.045181
3.075607
.032178
.134996
.010176
.725915
-. 059341
-.064030
.004422
.163369
-. 006166
-.008403
.001304
.056817
-,005029
-.005029
.000938
.028314
-.006599
-.004938
.000514
.016715
-. 001381
-. 003493
.000505
.011157
-.000379
-.000558
.000731
.008079
-.000474
-.000474
.000319
.007121
-. 000343
-. 000253
.000592
.0062 14
-. 0003C5
-. 000385
.000937
.006545
-.000581
-.000378
.001494
.007546
-. 000898
-. 001013
-. 050270
-. 053862
3.368717
.052376
-. 009421
-. 014291
.655493
.012068
-. 003125
-,003828
.166081
.003641
-. 001008
-. 001605
.052613
.001413
-.000609
-.000896
.017901
.000849
-. 000778
-.000573
.007292
.000750
-.000646
-.000473
.004429
.000403
-. 000410
-. 000367
.000928
.000528
-. 000194
-.000345
-.000878
.000148
-. 000333
-. 000352
-.000983
.000983
-.000530
-.000385
-. 001602
.001257
-. 000844
-. C000476
-. 001885
.001274
-. 050270
-. 053862
.052180
3.584352
-. 009421
-.014291
.011934
.762615
-. 003125
-.003828
.003537
.307655
-. 001008
-. 001605
.001722
.121089
-.000609
-. 000896
.000795
-. 011462
-. 000778
-.000573
-.000075
-. 003910
-.000295
-. 000473
-.000555
-. 001689
-. 000410
-.000367
.000249
.000342
-. 000211
-.000345
-.000497
.000731
-.000333
-. 000352
-. 000368
.002007
-.000530
-. 000386
.000346
.002540
-. 000844
-.000476
.000174
nl 'lA O
M Ieller Scattering Matrices in Modified Stokes Notation for Sample 1
100
110
120
130
103
4.787850
.058148
-.463664
-. 110339
1.986442
.013992
-.012855
.011129
.411893
.006037
-.007229
-. 012502
.129833
.003215
-. 005103
-. 002110
.048573
.001885
-.001670
-. 000673
.021182
.001501
-. 001925
-. 002031
.008472
.001197
-. 000504
-. 000557
.004484
.001039
-.000095
-.000286
.003732
.000993
.000118
-.000292
.004884
.001026
.000218
-. 000402
.007724
.001098
.000501
-.000895
.012354
.001382
.001001
-.001421
.053739
15.816512
-.016692
-.624118
.014628
2.301252
-. 002224
-. 147725
.006031
.555517
.002276
-.037115
.003447
.224744
-.000365
-.012077
.002291
.113680
-.001144
-.006766
.001663
.065466
-.000437
-.003660
.001380
.042972
-. 000298
-.002000
.001188
.031788
-. 000279
-.001419
.001142
.026293
-.000904
-.001459
.001128
.023159
-.000887
-. 000775
.001195
.023591
-. 001670
-.001067
.001436
.025495
-.001777
-.000704
-. 174925
-. 187443
17.628501
.180973
-.027301
-.030149
2.260358
.028580
-.007229
-.008683
.524553
.022835
-.003083
-.003925
.200422
-. 000038
-. 001677
-. 002133
.082154
.004754
-.001084
-.001455
.032258
.002593
-.000600
-.001078
.012786
.001026
-. 000174
-.000891
.005250
.001064
.000038
-.000824
-.000405
.001023
.000218
-.000831
-. 004330
.000323
.000282
-.000912
-.007369
.000553
.000898
-.001179
-.011325
-.001141
P'leller Scattering Matrices in Modified Stokes Notation for Sample 2
-. 174925
-.18T443
1.142266
15.404158
-. 027301
-. 030149
.028951
2.134459
-. 007229
-. 008683
.01-3612
.497929
-. 002745
-. 003925
.010345
.170311
-. 001677
-. 002133
.000017
.073891
-. 001084
-. 001455
.001820
.033229
-. 000600
-. 001078
.000436
.014438
-. 000174
-. 000891
.000492
.005835
-. 000155
-. 000824
.000521
.000622
-. 000118
-. 000831
.00110 l
-. 002474
-. 000131
-. 000912
.001333
-. 005449
-. 000339
-. 001179
.001946
- .008920
100
110
120
130
104
54.349598
.159167
4.148158
2.035669
11.352930
.043102
-1.571364
.415285
2.039793
.016473
-. 087268
.019160
.738031
.008829
.060338
.030148
.313285
.005806
.013722
.026345
.121182
.004384
-.002136
-. 003289
.059315
.003523
.023753
.023930
.035178
.003146
.029093
.027660
.028365
.003118
.012144
.01 12 80
.029804
.003365
.012492
.009462
.031077
.004194
.013072
.024720
100
110
120
130
.033326
.005705
.047313
.044683
.120252
55.252226
3.707772
1.595284
.034113
11.533478
-1.662982
.323667
.014443
2.065343
-. 103571
.002857
.008554
1.064357
-. 171235
-.060799
.005600
.408706
-. 064685
-.022913
.004116
.121853
-.003043
-. 004196
.003467
.114364
-.029502
-. 027362
.003181
.097564
-. 035020
-. 034057
.003009
.056156
-. 014384
-.016454
.003282
.053394
-.009185
-.011450
.004173
.080473
-. 022768
-. 028898
.005738
.114257
-. 041938
-. 053195
-. 604304
-. 632956
58.469547
.616209
-. 131055
-. 137469
8.386862
.132606
-. 027985
-. 029345
1.752363
.027376
-. 012393
-. 015351
.790998
.013043
-. 006098
-.007188
.267909
.005280
-. 003398
-. 002735
.096654
.001979
-. 002442
.001652
.065957
-. 007230
-. 002065
-. 026129
.055103
.014191
.000835
-. 002302
.023149
-. 001199
.000599
.000523
.008679
-. 017286
.002487
.000228
-. 000241
-. 020668
.003970
.000120
-. 042399
-. 010182
-. 604304
-. 632956
.619670
61.595497
-. 131055
-. 137469
.134974
12.863847
-. 027985
-. 029345
.029219
2.211811
-. 012393
-. 015351
-. 026965
1.012068
-. 006098
-. 007188
-. 021969
.395335
-. 003398
-.002735
.015564
.130446
-. 002442
.001652
.021324
.081199
-. 002065
-. 026129
.015782
.087048
.000835
-.002302
.009221
.049928
.000599
.000523
.023504
.025178
-. 001011
.000228
.007654
-. 003968
.001993
.000120
.006210
.005067
M~eller Scattering Matrices in Modified Stokes Notation for Sample 3
105
.346352
.004986
-.005982
-. 023742
.041836
.001183
.000300
.000256
.011317
.000448
.000027
-. 001440
.003425
.000249
.000361
.000024
6001722
.000198
.000181
.000055
.001070
.000184
-.000000
-.000006
.000602
.000158
-.000027
.000040
.000388
.000133
.000026
.000067
.000424
.000093
.000026
.000045
.000418
.000161
-. 000005
-. 000030
.000610
.000198
-.000042
-.000090
.001138
.000248
-.000278
-. 000301
.004931
.346181
-. 030213
-*023712
.001672
.055266
-. 006716
-. 006761
.000891
.015854
-. 002507
-. 003974
.000647
.005675
-. 000991
-. 001328
.000221
.002715
-. 000351
-. 000476
.000184
.001553
-. 000259
-. 000264
.000155
.002004
-. 000740
-. 000673
.000152
.000857
-. 000233
-. 000192
.000155
.000740
-. 000206
-. 000186
.000161
.000959
-. 000291
-. 000316
.000196
.001351
-. 000444
-. 000492
.000198
.001977
-. 000753
-. 000776
-.005952
-. 005982
.284983
.006036
-. 001270
-. 001163
.046995
.001264
-.000571
-.000397
.013081
.000521
-.000365
-.000079
.004988
.000246
-. 000135
.000245
.002446
-.000039
-.000108
.000151
.001370
-. 000015
-.000089
-. 000370
.001035
.000226
-.000085
.000468
.000456
-.000214
-.000087
.000134
.000692
.000004
-. 000091
-.000011
.000801
.000048
-;000112
-. 000164
.001152
.000131
-.000132
-.000264
.001604
.000225
-. 005952
-.005982
-. 018225
.322768
-. 001270
-. 001163
.001264
.046897
-. 000571
-. 000397
.000521
.010022
-. 000365
-.000079
.000246
.004283
-. 000135
.000245
-. 000039
.002179
-. 000108
.000151
-. 000015
.001356
-. 000089
-. 000370
.000226
.001176
-. 000085
-. 000466
.000308
.001067
-. 000087
.000134
.000004
.000740
-. 000091
-.000011
.000048
.000747
-. 000112
-. 000164
.000131
.001036
-. 000132
-. 000264
.000225
.001514
1-heller Scattering Matrices in Modified Stokes Notation for Sample 4
100
110
120
130
ILllllllllllllill_ .IC_ _IIXILT.^.- 11~_L-l^lll)---~I ii.
106
.246637
.002744
.000766
.000766
.033456
.000602
.000996
.000996
.006977
.000242
.001271
.001271
.002249
.000134
-.000360
-.000360
.000995
.000088
-.000124
-. 000124
.000499
.000076
.000113
-.000063
.000315
.000052
-.000023
-.000023
.000223
.000051
.000125
-. 000030
.000210
.000052
.000009
.000009
.000256
.000064
.000092
-. 000008
.000375
.000088
.000073
-.000042
100
113
123
130
.000637
*000104
.000436
.000263
.003053
.275057
-. 013666
-. 013666
.000608
.053943
-. 009297
-.009297
.000350
.013617
-.002139
-.002139
.000242
.003079
-. 001566
-. 001566
.000134
.001848
.000165
.000165
.000132
.001069
-. 000098
-. 000098
.000154
.000766
-. 000147
-. 000147
.000109
.000622
-.000118
-.000118
.000103
.000623
-.000106
-. 000106
.000132
.000696
-.000111
-.000111
.000205
.000904
-.000169
-. 000169
.000205
.001249
.000179
.000179
-.004013
-.004135
.265792
.003927
-.000653
-. 000849
.038658
.000650
-;000256
-.000264
.010719
.000181
-. 000151
-. 000102
.004618
.001698
-. 000083
-. 000066
.001210
-.000206
-.000075
-. 000189
.000388
.000455
-. 000084
-.000101
.000274
.000270
-.000061
-.000034
-.000019
.000217
-.000059
-.000034
-.000026
.000135
-. 000073
-. 000128
-.000119
.000422
-. 000111
-.000150
.000851
.000179
-.000008
-.000071
.002544
-.000771
-. 004013
-. 004135
.004L30
.265405
-. 000653
-. 000849
.000789
.038393
-. 000256
-.000264
.000289
.010513
-. 000151
-. 000102
.001306
.003544
-. 000083
-. 000066
-. 000507
.000586
-. 000075
-. 000051
.000199
.000497
-. 000084
-.000035
.000237
.000242
-.000061
-. 000034
.000053
.000145
-. 000059
-. 000034
.000131
-. 000030
-. 000073
-. 000042
.000260
-. 000060
-.000111
-.000057
.000293
.000882
-. 000118
-. 000071
.000309
.000216
Mueller Scattering Matrices in Modified Stokes Notation for Sample 6
107
20
.990037 .017938 -.018894 -. 018894
.019183 1.109794 -.020720 -. 020720
-.029566 -.088986 1.008695 .019743
-. 029566 -.088986 .019768 1.008738
30
.122286 .004287 -. 003383 .536920
.004025 .178268 -. 003816 -. 003816
.012794 -. 015440 .161714 -. 266595
.012794 -. 015440 .003573 -. 108408
40
.028709 .001186 -. 000893 -. 000893
.001419 .046552 -.001191 -. 001191
.006353 -.002539 .045637 .001009
.006353 -. 002539 .001022 .045660
50
.010273 .000655 -.000439 -. 000439
.001339 .018854 -.000868 -. 000868
-.001597 -.001602 .013191 .001763
-.002562 -. 001602 .002736 .012595
60
.003569 .000367 -. 000042 -.000042
.000429 .009545 -. 000318 -. 000318
-. 000270 -. 001212 .005282 .000437
-.000100 -. 000602 .000240 .004709
70
.001459 .000249 -. 000060 -. 000060
.000280 .004836 -. 000131 -. 000015
-.000175 -.000273 .001727 .000059
-.000230 -.000356 .000006 .002040
80
.000697 .000195 .000009 -.000050
.000211 .003284 -.000018 -. 000018
-. 000052 -. 000192 .000869 .000090
-. 000104 -. 000140 .000058 .000906
90
.000406 .000149 .000017 -.000031
.000180 .002494 -. 000029 -. 000029
-. 000027 -. 000163 .000135 .000061
-.000053 -. 000112 .000007 .000381
100
.000395 .000138 .000001 .000001
.000175 .002037 -. 000022 .000005
-.000051 -. 000155 -.000189 .000067
-.000077 -. 000055 .000004 -. 000037
110
.000473 .000142 .000011 .000011
.000163 .001956 -. 000054 .000027
-. 000019 -.000170 -.000469 -. 000079
-.000046 -.000076 -.000038 -. 000268
120
.000506 .000160 .000231 .000127
.000175 .002122 -. 000128 -. 000002
.000076 -.000247 -.000722 -.000085
.000004 -.000098 -.000139 -.000602
.001322 
.000201 
.000288 
.000081
.000190 .002714 -.000174 .000147
.000008 -. 000325 -. 001287 -. 000103
-. 000188 -.000157 .000038 -. 001022
M~eller Scattering Matrices in Modified Stokes Notation for Sample 7
.534238
-. 029628
-. 019807
-. 019807
.077216
-. o14o61
-.003599
.266552
.019467
-. oo004403
-. 01042
-. 001042
.007780
-. 001974
-. 000653
-. 000653
.003478
-.001478
.000180
-  
.001706
-.000837
-. 000095
-. 000037
oo001097
-. 000643
-. 000004
-. 000034
.ooo000807
-. 000514
-. 000006
-. 000030
. ooo686
.000003
.000684
-. 000366
-.000022
.000019
.000741
-. 000400
.000051
.000063
.001107
-. 000351
.000057
.00ooo114
-. 030251
.515677
.000913
.000913
-. 013930
.073060
.000217
.270368
-. 004519
.018164
.000149
.000149
-. 002316
.006783
.000215
.000215
-. 001509
.003079
.000138
.000138
-. 000852
.001ool41
.000036
-. 000023
-. 000651
.ooo894
.000013
-. 000016
-. 000530
.000643
.000023
-. 000001
-. 000420
.000530
.000012
-. 000002
-.000376
.000531
.000033
-. 000008
-. ooo00040o8
.000573
.000179
.000064
-.000345
.000911
.000231
-.000033
-. 059276
.029710
.514251
.019775
-. 001323
.014117
.082657
-.266574
.001907
.004446
.023340
.001026
-. 001599
.000003
.006922
.001208
-. 000741
.000471
.002731
.000309
-. 000224
.00oo00o49
.000911
.ooo48
-. 000122
.000070
.000437
.oooo62
-. 000095
-.oooo68
.000068
.000045
-. 000103
-, ooolo3
.000052
-. ooo089
.000032
-. oooo94
.000076
-.000224
-. 000049
-. 000086
.000162
-.000387
-. 000074
-. 000159
.000167
-oo000672
-. 000108
-.059276
.029710
.019787
.514272
-. 001323
.014117
.003586
-. 187480
.001907
.00oo4446
.001032
.023351
-. 002082
-. 000480
.001695
.006624
-. 000351
.000251
.000210
.002444
-. 000293
.000063
.000051
.001039
-. 000122
.000018
.000031
.000470
-. 00oo0082
.000030
.000007
.000205
-. 000066
-. 000011
.000007
-.000020
-. 000061
.000015
-. 000008
-. 000144
-. 000047
.000051
-. 000095
-.000332
-. 000172
-.000016
-. 000009
-. 000568
108
100
110
120
130
109
7.679062
-.256063
-. 181184
-. 181184
1.079079
-. 078861
-.028725
-. 028725
.244869
-. 035904
-. 007956
-.007956
.090310
-.023786
-.003504
-.003335
.041607
-. 016378
-. 001905
-. 001905
.022453
-. 011111
-. 001269
-. 001269
.013505
-. 008671
-.000839
-. 000839
.009625
-. 006863
-. 000532
-. 000532
.008040
-.005677
-.000393
-.000489
.007549
-.004594
-.000306
-.000474
.008402
-. 003991
-. 000315
-. 000521
.010167
-.003299
-. 000141
-.000759
-.258268
7.623119
.006259
.006259
-. 078543
1.064768
.001424
.001424
-.035908
.238835
.000727
.000727
-.023670
.086979
.000421
.000590
-. 016175
.039519
.000228
.000228
-. 011031
.020871
.000186
.000186
-. 008579
.012216
.000239
.000239
-.006789
.008511
.000358
.000358
-.005603
.006972
.000431
.000335
-.004543
.006472
.000525
.000357
-.003943
.007255
.000597
.000391
-. 003271
.008758
.001039
.000420
-. 240178
-. 223486
8.904843
.661725
-.007539
-. 005315
1.144541
.028838
-. 002477
-.004753
.266255
.010784
-. 002734
-. 002369
.101963
.006840
-. 001407
-.000263
.042030
.000961
-. 001181
-.000744
.016764
.001544
-. 000401
-. 000103
.006813
.000637
-. 000187
.000092
.002891
.000512
-.000393
.000511
-.000006
.000505
-. 000334
.000553
-. 002012
.000791
-.000584
.001086
-. 003527
.000927
-.000388
.001389
-.005592
.001353
-. 367228
.256889
.181079
7.792671
-.068298
.079427
.028653
1.081592
-. 024809
.012306
.015396
.252942
-. 007093
.004983
.001733
.086823
-.003720
.003046
.003329
.037898
-. 002845
.000815
.001931
.017249
-. 001278
.000722
.000933
.007639
-.000852
.000567
.000798
.003183
-. 000875
.000584
.000708
.000556
-. 000588
.000186
.000315
-. 001000
-. 000981
.000086
.000434
-. 002464
-. 001063
-.000359
-.000500
-.004080
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100
110
120
130
~U/j~ __I1_____C_~~ __^_l____~~
110
27.470311
-. 215928
-.618630
-. 618630
5.740906
-.042890
-. 134262
-. 134262
1.C34013
-.005880
-. 028665
-. 028665
.467443
-. C69013
-. 013872
-. 013872
.183349
-.023804
- .006643
-.CC6643
.062884
-.CO01C1
-. CO3067
-.003067
.045167
-. 013749
-. C00395
-. C00395
.034767
-. 015605
-.014097
-. 014097
.022662
-.CC6921
-.C00733
-. CC0733
.022461
-.005877
.CCC561
.000561
,029979
-. 012344
.001358
-. CC0391
.039756
-.020241
.002045
.CC1056
-. 235386
27.33C601
.014326
.014326
- .047384
5.702298
.CC32C7
.C03207
- .006895
1,018555
.CCC680
.000680
.CC068C
-. 069150
.458751
.001479
.001479
-. 023907
.177646
.CCC545
.CCC545
-. CCC235
.058634
-. CC331
-.C00331
- .013776
.041672
-. 0C02047
- .C02047
-. C15588
.031604
.012032
.C12032
-.CC6975
.019599
.001568
.CC1568
-. CC005918
.019138
.CCC038
.0C00038
- .012354
.C25796
.001129
-,CCC620
- .020224
.034035
.C01925
.CCC937
3.927965
.22C193
29.544088
.619150
-1.617173
.C458C9
4.26C562
.134618
-.095420
.C08151
.890514
.028942
-.055449
.115786
.402435
-.CC6547
-.025482
.039204
.137276
-.CC7663
-.002589
.000454
.049860
.009315
-.CCC374
.029127
.033176
.010859
-.002964
.C32057
.0346C00
.014939
-.C001120
.013264
.011941
.CC4977
.001654
.010839
.CC4059
.011472
-.CC4848
.017920
-,.000799
.CC4023
.C002688
.044626
-.022222
.CC2577
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1.815477
.220193
.617420
31.107063
.369476
.045809
.133434
6.499055
.011008
.CC8151
.028020
1.120238
.CC9675
.070473
.013457
.51297C
.CC1716
.024629
.C05961
.2CCS89
-.003743
.CCC454
.CC2523
.066756
-.CC1716
.025646
-.003418
.040797
-.CC3198
.030858
.014144
.050573
-.002587
.013867
-. CC0233
.025331
-.CCC000994
.C1C456
-,CC8924
.C12308
-.CC2C85
.C26813
-.C11013
-.CC1788
-.CC4256
.048939
-.CC6113
.CC2CC5
I00
110
120
13Q
11i
20
.175612 .000029 -.018097 -. 023727
.000056 .170654 .012116 -. 000015
-.005967 .000015 .145475 .006001
-.005967 .000015 -. 006129 .164367
30
.024989 -.003235 -.003208 -.003252
-.003480 .023562 .003508 .003508
-.001217 -.000054 .024106 .001240
-. 001217 -.000054 .001240 .024057
40
.007128 -.001024 -.001240 -.002707
-.001245 .006458 .001267 .001267
-. 000484 -.000087 .006782 .000502
-. 000484 -.000087 .000502 .005253
50
.002499 -.000463 -.000315 -.000652
-. 000662 .002051 .000676 .000676
-.000222 -.000143 .002605 .000234
-. 000222 -.000143 .000234 .002253
60
.001214 -.000242 -.000085 -.000211
-.000254 .001004 .000266 .000266
.000055 -.000190 .001195 -. 000047
.000055 -.000190 -.000047 .001062
70
.000748 -.000121 -.000129 -. 000135
-.000121 .000564 .000129 .000129
.000021 -.000129 .000674 -. 000018
.000021 -.000129 -.000018 .000667
80
.001265 -.000886 -.000918 -. 000852
-.000885 .001108 .000891 .000891
-.000764 .000676 .001167 .000763
-.000764 .000676 .000763 .001238
90
.000383 -. 000112 -.000103 -.000063
-.000122 .000240 .000130 .000130
.000191 -.000276 .000132 -.000203
-.000275 .000190 .000292 .000671
100
.000321 -. 000032 -.000090 -.000070
-.000063 .000197 .000116 .000116
.000023 -.000110 .000366 .000022
.000023 -.000110 .000022 .000390
110
.000425 -.000135 -. 000148 -.000173
-.000135 .000264 .000143 .000143
-.000051 -.000040 .000426 .000050
-.000051 -.000040 .000050 .000399
120
.000589 -.000186 -.000243 -.000291
-.000185 .000392 .000201 .000201
-.000138 .000026 .000645 .000135
-.000138 .000026 .000135 .000587
130
.000891 -.000222 -. 000515 -.000538
-.000197 .000667 .000238 .000238
-.000198 .000066 .000901 .000212
-.000198 .000066 .000212 .000856
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112
.131873
-. 007182
-. 004074
-. 004074
.022152
-. 005123
-. 000751
-. 000751
.005296
-. 001687
-.000260
-.000260
.001426
-.000234
-. 000126
-. 000126
.000766
-. 000225
-.000075
-.000075
.000444
-. 000156
-. 000132
-.000063
.000322
-. 000138
-.000093
-. 000060
.000251
-. 000114
-. 000047
- .000047
.000247
-.000116
-. 000046
-.000046
.000287
-.000127
-. 000101
-.000058
.000393
-. 000161
-. 000131
-. 000084
.000549
-. 000178
-.000039
-.000094
100
110
120
130
-.007028
.128975
.000061
.000061
-. 005120
.021547
.000098
.000098
-. 001633
.005001
.000004
.000004
-. 000181
.001238
-.000024
-.000024
-.000202
.000655
-.000009
-.000009
-. 000128
.000340
.000057
-. 000012
-.000087
.000219
.000009
-.000024
-.000085
.000171
-. 000013
-. 000013
-.000090
.000170
-. 0000012
-. 000012
-.000093
.000189
.000028
-. 0000016
-. 000103
.000246
.000020
-. 000027
-. 000128
.000394
.000032
-.000024
-. 006450
.007216
.134933
.004102
-. 004151
.005146
.019704
.000770
-.000434
.001705
.005489
.000274
-.000963
.000603
.002372
.000716
.000020
-. 000144
.000642
-.000216
.000007
.000106
.000260
.000131
-.000085
.000062
.000183
.000149
.000003
.000122
.000014
.000050
-.000049
.000058
.000010
.000089
-.000009
.000101
-.000009
.000159
-.000048
.000121
.000491
.000188
.000308
.000128
.001292
.000201
-. 006450
.007216
.004000
.134740
-. 004151
.005146
.000700
.019572
-.000434
.001705
.000220
.005386
-.000963
.000603
.000912
.001835
.000020
-. 000144
-.000066
.000330
-. 000081
.000018
.000294
.000280
-.000085
.000062
.000181
.000151
-.000074
.000044
.000132
.000096
-.000049
.000058
.000091
.000008
-. 000059
.000052
.000261
-. 000001
-. 000105
.000064
.000155
.000483
.000221
.000042
-.000366
.000155
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20
.534238 -.030251 -.059276 -. 059276
-.029628 .515677 .029710 .029710
-.019807 .000913 .514251 .019787
-.019807 .000913 .019775 .514272
30
.077216 -.013930 -.001323 -. 001323
-.014061 .073060 .014117 .014117
-.003599 .000217 .082657 .003586
.266552 .270368 -.266574 -. 187480
40
.019467 -.004519 .001907 .001907
-.004403 .018164 .004446 .004446
-.001042 .000149 .023340 .001032
-.001042 .000149 .001026 .023351
50
.007780 -.002316 -.001599 -. 002082
-.001974 .006783 .000003 -. 000480
-.000653 .000215 .006922 .001695
-.000653 .000215 .001208 .006624
60
.003478 -.001509 -.000741 -. 000351
-.001478 .003079 .000471 .000251
-.000180 .000138 .002731 .000210
-.000180 .000138 .000309 .002444
70
.001706 -.000852 -.000224 -.000293
-.000837 .001441 .000049 .000063
-.000095 .000036 .000911 .000051
-.000037 -.000023 .000048 .001039
80
.001097 -.000651 -.000122 -. 000122
-.000643 .000894 .000070 .000018
-.000004 .000013 .000437 .000031
-.000034 -.000016 .000062 .000470
90
.000807 -.000530 -.000095 -. 000082
-.000514 .000643 .000068 .000030
-.000006 .000023 .000071 .000007
-.000030 -.000001 .000045 .000205
100
.000686 -.000420 -.000103 -. 000066
-.000401 .000530 .000052 -. 000011
-.000011 .000012 -.000089 .000007
.000003 -.000002 .000032 -. 000020
110
.000684 -.000376 -.000094 -.000061
-.000366 .000531 .000076 .000015
-.000022 .000033 -.000224 -.000008
.000019 -.000008 -.000049 -.000144
120
.000741 -.000408 -.000086 -. 000047
-.000400 .000573 .000162 .000051
.000051 .000179 -.000387 -.000095
.000063 .000064 -.000074 -.000332
130
.001107 -.000345 -.000159 -.000172
-.000351 .000911 .000167 -.000016
.000057 .000231 -.000672 -.000009
.000114 -.000033 -.000108 -.000568
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Appendix "C"
Scattering Matrix Data Reduction Program SMC
The first step in the data reduction scheme is to apply the cali-
bration factor, the sine correction, and filter factors to the raw
scattering data. The result is a set of 12 four by four arrays, called
RI(I,J,K) in the program SMC. The calibration factor is found by elimina-
ting-the constant terms from the equations 2-.18 through 2.21, and is
given by
S F 2.T1.l S (I)F (I)
0.1 CAL(1,J) = rr oa s
where 1 is the beam width at the cell, .004 meters, to is the known
diffuse transmission of the opal glass, .283, and the other terms are found
in the calibration process explained in chapter 2.
The values of RI(I,J,K) are related to the scattering matrices by
the equations
c.2 RI(I,J,K)=(ll,,O)D(I) SM(I,J,K) + R*SM(I,J,KC) + SM(I,JKC)
*RI N(J)
where K is the scattering angle index, and KC is the supplementary angle.
The values of N(J), the normalized radiance , are given by
C.3 a N(l) = 1,0,0,0
b N(2) = 0,1,0,0
c N(3) = 3,f,1l,
d N(4)= 3, ',,1
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while the detection matrices are given by
C.4a D(1) =
D(2) =
D(3) =
ID(4) M
And the reflection matrix
1
0
0
0
0
is
R = .02987
The reflection corrections are made
the two reflection terms is given by
C.6 R*S(I,J,KC) + SK(I,JC)*R = 2rx
by first noting that the sum of
a11 a12
a2 1 a2 2
0 0
0 0
0
0
-33
-a4343
0
0
_'34
-a4
44q
When the matrix multiplication is carrieut for all possible values of
I and J, the error terms can be readily identified and appropriate correc-
tions found. For the case of I=l, J=l, the error term is simply 2rall(KC),
and this my be removed by subtracting 2rD(1)S(I,J,KC)N(I), or
C.5 x
0
o o
0 0
-10
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2r*RI(1,1,KC) from RI(1,1,K). The case of I=3, J=3 is somewhat more in-
volved, but the same process leads to a correction term of
-2r*(-D(3)*SM(I,J,K)Nk3) + D(1)SM(I,J,KC)N(3) + D(2)SM(I,J,KC)V(3) +
D(3'SM(I,J,K)N(1) + D(3)SM(I,J,KC)N(2))) which is equivalent to -. 02987*
(-2xRI(3,3,KC) + RI(1,3,KC) + RI(2,3,EC) + RI(3,1,KC) + RI(3,2,KC)).
After the corrected values of the measured scattered intensities are
found the array is inverted to yield the scattering matrix. As the 16
equations are fairly simple the inversion process is straightforward.
and the results may be seen in the program that follows.
CALCULATION OF SCATTERING MATRIX AS A FUNCTION OF ANGLE
USING MODIFIED STOKES NOTATION
I REFERS TO PM POLARIZER AND WAVE PLATE SETTING
I = 1, DETECTS HORIZONTAL
I = 2, DETECTS VERTICAL
I = 3, DETECTS + 45 DEGREES
I = 4, DETECTS + CIRCULAR
J REFERS TO POLARIZATION OF INCOMING BEAM
J = 1, INPUT HORIZONTAL
J = 2, INPUT VERTICAL
J = 3, INPUT +45 DEGREES
J = 4, INPUT + CIRCULAR
K = THETA/ 10
DIMENSION P(4,4,13),NF1(4,4,13),NF2(4,4,13),NF3(4,4,13),NF4(4,4,
C13), RI(4,4,13), CRI(4,4,13), SM(4,4,13),CAL(4,4)
READ 101,
PRINT 101,
1 READ 100, (
PRINT 200,
READ 102,((
11=1,4),J=1,
PRINT 102,(
11=1,4),J=1,
FlF2,F39F4
Fl, F2, F3, F4
ID,(CAL(I,J) I=1,4),J=1,4)
(ID,(CAL(I,J),I=1,4),J=1,4)
(P(I,J,K)
4),K=2,13
((P(I,JK
4),K=2,13
DO 2 K=2,13
DO 2 I=1,4
DO 20 J=1,4
RI(I,J,K)= P(IJ,K)*
1J,K))*(F4**NF4(I,J,K
20 CONTINUE
PRINT 103, (RI(IJ,
2 CONTINUE
DO 3 K=2,4
STHETA=SINF(.1745*FLC
DO 5 1=1,2
DO 4 J=1,2
4 CRI(I,JK)=RI(
DO 5 J=3,4
5 CRI(I,J, K)=RI(
DO 7 I=3,4
DO 6 J=1,2
6 CRI(IJ K)=RI(
DO 7 J=3,4
7 CRI(I,J,K)=RI(
1RI(I ,11l3)+RI(
3 CONTINUE
DO 8 K=5,13
KC=18-K
DO 10 I=1,2
DO 9 J=1,2
,NFl(IJK)NF2(IJK),NF3(IsJK)ONF4(IsJtK),
),NF1(I,JK),NF2(I,J,K),NF3(I,JK),NF4(IJK),
(Fl**NFI(IJK))*(F2**NF2(IJK))*(F3**NF3(19
I)/(CAL(IJ)*SINF(.1745*FLOATF(K)))
K) , J=1,4)
)ATF(18-K))
I,J,K)-.05975*RI(I,J,13)/STHETA
I,J,K)-.02987*(RI(I,1,13)+RI(I,2,13))/STHETA
I,J,K)-.02987*(RI(1,J,13)+RI(2,J13))/STHETA
I,J,K)-.02987*(-2.*RI(IJ,13)+RI(lJ,13)+RI(2,J,13)+
1,2,13))/STHETA
9 CRI(I,J,K)=RI(I,JK)-.05975*RI(I,J,KC)
DO 10 J=3,4
10 CRI(I,J,K)=RI(I,J,K)-.02987*(RI(Is1eKC)+RI(I,2,KC))
DO 12 I=3,4
DO 11 J=1,2
CSMC
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
_111_ ~_ __ ___
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11 CRI(I,JK)=RI(I,J,K)-.02987*(RI(1,JKC)+RI(2,JKC))
DO 12 J=3,4
12 CRI(I,JK)=RI(I,JK)-.02987*(-2.*RI(IJKC)+RI(1,JKC)+RI(2,J9C)
1+RI(I,1, KC)+RI(1,2,KC))
8 CONTINUE
DO 13 K =2,13
C MATRIX REDUCTION FOR MODIFIED STOKES NOTATION
SM(1,,1 K)
SM(1,2,K)
SM(193,K)
SM(1,4,K)
SM(2,1,K)
SM(2,2,K)
SM(2,3,K)
SM(2,4,K)
SM(3,1 K)
SM(3,2,K)
SM(3,3,K)
1 - *5*(SM(
SM(3,4,K)
1 - 95*(SM(
SM(4,1,K)
SM(4,2,K)
SM(4,3,K)
= CRI(1,1,K)
= CRI(1,2,K)
= CRI(1,3,K)-.5*(CRI(
= CRI(1,4,K)-.5*(CRI(
= CRI(2,1,K)
= CRI(22,2K)
= CRI(2,3,K)-.5*(CRI(
= CRI(2,4,K)-.5*(CRI(
= CRI(3,1,K)-.5*(CRI(
= CRI(3,2,K)-.5*(CRI(
= 2.*CRI(3,3,K) - CRI
3,1,K)+SM(3,2,K))
= 2.*CRI(3,4,K) - CRI
3,1,K)+SM(3,2,K))
= CRI(4,1,K)-.5*(CRI(
= CRI(4,2,K)-.5*(CRI(
= 2.*CRI(4,3,K) 
- CRI
1 - *5*(SM(4,1,K)+SM(4,2,K))
SM(4,4,K) = 2.*CRI(4,4,K) - CRI
1 - .5*(SM(4,1,K)+SM(4,2,K))
13 CONTINUE
1,1,K)+CRI(1,2,K))
1,1l K)+CRI(1,2,K))
2,1
2,1
1,1
+CRI
+CRI
+CRI
(2,2,K)
(2,2,K)
(2,1,K)
1,2,K)+CRI(2,2K))
(1,3,K) - CRI(2,3,K)
(1,4,K) - CRI(2,4,K)
1,1,K)+CRI(2,1,K))
1,2,K)+CRI(2,2,K))
(1,3,K) - CRI(2,3,K)
(1,4,K) - CRI(2,4,K)
DO 14 K=2,13
K10=10*K
PRINT 201,K10
PRINT 202,((SM(I,J,K),I=14),J=14)
PUNCH 203, (K10, J, ID, (SM(I,J,K),I=1,4),J=1,4)
14 CONTINUE
GO TO 1
FORMAT
FORMAT
FORMAT
FORMAT
FORMAT
FORMAT
FORMAT
FORMAT
(4X,12,4F10.6)
(4F10.6)
(6X, F4.3, 411, F4.3,
( 1H , 4F12.8)
(4X,I2,4F14.6)
(1HO,I10)
(1HO,20X,4F14.6)
(13,I1,12,4F14.8)
411,F4.3,411, F4.3,411
END
* DATA
C MATRIX REDUCTION FOR NORMAL STOKES NOTATION
SM(1,2,K)
SM(1,3,K)
SM(1,4,K)
SM(2, 1 K)
SM(2,2,K)
SM(2,3,K)
=(CRI(1,1
= (CRI(1,
=(CRI(3,1
=(CRI(4,1
=(CRI(1,1
=(CRI(1,1
=(CRI(3,1
,K) + CRI(1,2,K) +CRI(2,1,K)+CRI(2,2,K))/4.
1,K)+CRI(1,2,K)-CRI(2,1,K)-CRI(2,29K))/4.
,K)+CRI(3,2,K
,K) + CRI(4,2
,K) - CRI(1,2
,K) - CRI(1,2
,K)-CRI(3,2,K
))/2,-SM(1,1,K)
,K))/2.- SM(1,1,K)
,K) +CRI(21,K)-CRI
,K) -CRI(2,1,K)+CRI
)-2.*SM(2,1,K))/2.
-2.*SM(2,1,K) )/2.
,K) - 2.*SM(1,1,K)
(292,K))/4.
(22,,K))/4.
SM(2,4,K)=(CRI(4,1,K)-CRI(4,2,K)
SM(3,1, K) =(CRI(1,3,K) + CRI(2,3
100
101
102
103
200
201
202
203
)/2,
119
SM( 392,K)
SM( 393,K)
SM( 3,49K)
SM(49
S M( 4,9
SM(49
SM ( 4,
1 9 K
2 K
3,1K
4 K
CR1
CR1
CR1
CR I
CR1
CR1
CR1
1 3,K)
(3 3 K
(43, K)
19,49K)
19,4tK)
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- CRI(293#K) - 29*SM(1,2,K) )120
- SM( 1919K)-SM( 1,39K)-SM(391,K)
-SM(1,1,K)-SM(1,4,K)-SM(3919K)
+CRI (2,4,K)-2**SM(1,1,K) )/2o
-CRI(2,4,K)-2o*SM(1,2,K) )120
-5M(1,1,K)-SM(193,K)-SM(4,1,K)
-5M(1919K)-SM(1949K)-SM(4,19K)
